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urprise! We’re back! No this
isn’t a late April Fool’s joke,
nor is this some sort of
strange test. This is completely
real. An all new issue of
Whotopia. I imagine you’re
shocked as well as pleasantly
surprised. Good. I wanted this
issue to come completely out of
the blue and be totally
unexpected. But, while this new
issue comes as a complete
surprise, I have to be honest with you and let you know this
is a one off. A special surprise issue that’s also meant as a
thank you to all the readers who supported the magazine
over the years. Unfortunately, there are no plans to
produce further issues. As announced back in December
2019, as a regularly produced fan magazine, Whotopia
ceased publication.
While this issue is a one-off, we’ve made sure to line up the
usual array of material Whotopia is known for including a
comprehensive look at Series 12 featuring reviews by our
special review panel; while Graeme Burk offers his
thoughts on the season as a whole in his season overview;
Jen Hughes falls back in love with Doctor Who; plus the
usual assortment of columns and features from Daniel
Tessier, Richard Michaels and after a bit of a break, Grant
Bull returns with an all new instalment of “Wholife”.
Enjoy.
Bob
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ON THE FRONT COVER
This special issue takes a look at the most recent series
of Doctor Who starring Jodie Whittaker. Cover by Alex
Lydiate.
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Chris Chibnall’s recurring fascination with
macho heroes, it’s almost a logical place
for his version of the series to go,
particularly when “Spyfall” is pulling
double duty as season opener and,
effectively, the big seasonal special we’ve
grown used to over fifteen years. With the
Bond elements, big name guest cast and
opulent cinematography, “Spyfall Part
One” is an appropriately maximalist
opening to a season driven by the urge to
go big in both visual and story terms.
The Bond elements are visible from the
start: the prologue itself takes in spies
being picked off in exotic locations for the
series: the Ivory Coast, a plane over the
Pacific Ocean and in Moscow. That’ll only
continue as the episode moves on, with

It’s your second season as Doctor Who’s
showrunner: what do you do for
attention? There are no cast changes a la
Russell T. Davies and no selling point like
the Doctor’s gender swap to hook the
curious. The solution: what are the British
public used to on Bank Holidays? Look
back over the bank holidays TV schedules
for decades and you’ll almost certainly
find Britain’s commercial network ITV
airing a Bond film. If you’re looking for a
way to make a spectacular return on a day
when most of the nation will be enjoying a
day at home, it’s a rather good way to
visits to Sheffield, London, San Francisco,
make a much-needed splash.
the Great Victorian Desert in Australia,
and a mysterious alien dimension added
Doctor Who has rarely attempted to
to the itinerary by the episode’s end. It’s
pastiche Bond before – it’s there in “The
something that gives the episode a pace
Enemy of the World” and, at a push, in the and variety that was often missing from
ambience of Pertwee’s gadget and vehicle the previous season’s episodes: finally, a
filled era, but the budget of the twentieth solution to how to tell a Doctor Who story
century stories would never quite have
with extra running time. In doing this, it’s
stretched that far. Besides, the Bond love reminiscent of Steven Moffat’s opening his
of alpha male violence, glamourous girls, second season with “The Impossible
copious luxury, and expensive cars doesn’t Astronaut”: without a cast change to sell,
necessarily translate well to the Who
start out with a mystery and dazzle with
format without a great deal of retooling.
the promise of sunny locations outside the
Still, given the superior budgets and
British Isles. On the other hand, unlike
cinematography of the modern show, and “The Impossible Astronaut” it occasionally
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feels as if all these locations are here just
to show off: what’s the point of a third
assassination sequence of an anonymous
character when it tells us nothing more
than we already know, apart from
showing off? That’s indicative of
“Spyfall’s” biggest problem, rather than
playing with the spy genre and subverting
it, it doesn’t do much more than plonk the
Doctor and her companions into stock
Bond scenarios. The closest it comes is to
have Jodie’s refreshingly wholesome
Doctor misunderstand the rules of
blackjack in the obligatory casino
sequence, but otherwise it’s almost like
Chris Chibnall wrote out a series of bullet

guest cast with three big names, Stephen
Fry, Lenny Henry, and Sacha Dhawan.
Ultimately “Spyfall” will be remembered
for its big narrative revelation, and the pre
-publicity for the season is all part of this.
“The Woman Who Fell to Earth” ended
with a trailer which concentrated on the
guest actors rather than the content of
the episodes themselves. At the time this
might have looked like a lack of
confidence in the season, but “Spyfall’s”
three card trick indicates that it’s the
mindset of the production team.
Stephen Fry’s long overdue appearance in
TV Who is a big enough coup: to
kill him off in five minutes is the
sort of bold and unsettling move
not really seen in the show since
Richard Wilson was turned into
a gasmask zombie in “The Empty
Child”.

“Stephen Fry’s long overdue appearance in TV
Who is a big enough coup: to kill him off in five
minutes is the sort of bold and unsettling move
not really seen in the show.”

points of what happens in Bond films and
ran through it rather than considering if
they needed to be there – the rogue
satnav which kills the driver tells us
something is rotten, but then that’s
something the pre-title sequences made
clear. The big chase sequence with the
Doctor and friends pursuing Daniel Barton
on motorbikes is fun, but ultimately fizzles
out without any real thrill. In “Spyfall” the
genre dictates what the show’s doing,
instead of the Davies and Moffat tendency
to see how it fits into Doctor Who.
Where “Spyfall” excels is how it plays with
the conventions of television and what we
expect from Doctor Who: here we have a
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Lenny Henry’s turn as tech
entrepreneur Daniel Barton
might initially appear
understated for such an
apparently big role as the main
villain, particularly when Sacha Dhawan
initially seems to be merely playing a cog
in the intelligence machine too. It’s a mark
of how successful this strategy is that the
final twist essentially broke the internet.
Just when you think Dhawan’s putting in
an appealing but ultimately unremarkable
shift, it turns into the second genuinely
great guest performance of the era after
Alan Cumming’s King James. All the hard
work put in by Chris Chibnall’s script and
the casting and pre-publicity would be for
nothing if Dhawan couldn’t sell the switch
of personality. And of course Dhawan can.
Whereas previous master’s had the help
of rubber masks, prosthetics, and a
dressing up box, Dhawan’s heartbeat

switch in performance is beautifully done,
sold almost purely with the physicality of
his body language. There’s the requisite
gloating, the almost childish delight in the
success of his plans (his little clap of glee is
a quiet highlight of the episode) and an
immediate underlying malice. Rewatch
the episode and you’ll see how hard he
works to not oversell the little hints in the
script. It’s every bit as remarkable as you
might hope from seeing his previous work.
After a season which deliberately
eschewed the show’s past and a seasonal
special which deliberately played with the
Dalek iconography, it’s really the first wow
moment of the Whittaker era. There might
be a small disappointment that the
complex relationship of the Capaldi/Missy
dynamic is gone, and that it won’t be
exploited by the gender flip of both leads,
but Dhawan plays the material beautifully,
exuding charisma but never descending
into ham.
But what of the regulars in all this
mayhem? In the modern series it’s an

oddity not to find them changed by their
experiences during their time in the
TARDIS, but they appear to be the same
identikit fit for a Who story they were in
“The Woman Who Fell to Earth”. Ryan is
still the clumsy guy who likes hanging
around with his mates. We’re told Yaz is
still a great cop, but the amount of time
she’s away doesn’t appear to be used to
create any narrative tension. And
Graham’s still the scene stealer: the funny,
likeable older guy who’s in recovery from
having cancer and always ready with a one
liner. There’s no real underlying story to
them, no real character change caused by
traumas such as Grace’s death or Ryan’s
reunion with his dad. It feels like a
throwback to shows of the previous
century when arc stories and character
development weren’t in fashion.
Similarly, the material Jodie Whittaker
gets isn’t quite as interesting as her
predecessors: there’s no questioning of
the Kasaavin’s intent, there’s a simple
assumption of ill-intent. All this is a result
ISSUE 36 | WHOTOPIA | 7

of the fundamental difference between
Chris Chibnall and his predecessors: where
they were more interested in the story,
the why of what’s happening and how
people react to it, Chibnall is far more
interested in what’s happening: why it’s
happening and how it affects the
characters is simply of less concern to him.
As a result, “Spyfall” sums up the
strengths and weaknesses of his approach
well: it’s a fun, thrilling watch, often
prioritizing spectacle over sense and
prone to narrative missteps, but falling
apart a little under close examination.
All of this might sound overly critical, but
there’s a lot that “Spyfall” gets right: Jamie
Magnus Stone’s direction and the
cinematography ensure that the show’s
rarely looked this sumptuous, with the
South African locations fully exploited for
their exoticism to British eyes. The design
of the episode is exceptional too: the
Kasaavin’s appearance cleverly conveys
their otherworldly nature, as does their
disregard for physical barriers. The scene
of one creeping through a TARDIS door to
invade the safe refuge is beautifully done,
as is the visual of one creeping into O’s
house and almost chameleonically
blending in with the surroundings. Then
there’s the final, much deserved
dedication to Terrance Dicks: exactly the
kind of tribute he deserved. “Spyfall Part
One” may be a messier proposition than
any of Terrance’s exquisitely structured
scripts, but it’s got the kind of pulp
excitement he excelled in, and promising
ingredients for Part Two and beyond. It’s a
thrilling but flawed start to the season: the
sort of story which leaves you shaken, not
stirred.

“Spyfall Part Two” is the conclusion of the
two-part opening story of the twelfth
series of Doctor Who. Written by Chris
Chibnall and directed by Lee Haven Jones,
it sees the Thirteenth Doctor (Jodie
Whittaker) and her three companions,
Graham O’Brien (Bradley Walsh), Ryan
Sinclair (Tosin Cole) and Yasmin ‘Yaz’ Khan
(Mandip Gill), joining forces with MI6. An
alien conspiracy threatens to overwhelm
the Earth and annihilate humanity and
they must work together to defeat both
the aliens and the latest incarnation of the
Master (Sacha Dhawan).

The episode opens with tremendous
tension with the recap of “Spyfall Part
One”. The companions are frantically
trying to survive what they think is an
inevitable plane crash, without the Doctor.
Despite the suspense, the trademark
humour of this episode soon comes to the
REVIEW BY JON ARNOLD fore. Ryan is receiving messages on his
mobile phone, directing him where to go,
eventually taking him to the pocket at seat
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4C, where he finds instructions on how to
land a plane without a cockpit. The
recording of the Doctor giving the
instructions shows how well she knows
her companions as she answers the
questions, she already knows they are
going to ask, within the recording.

where she is as if describing a fine wine,
including “top notes of London and a
touch of steam”. On a more serious note,
she expresses her concern about being
marooned because she is stuck in the time
period without her TARDIS. However, it is
somewhat confusing as to why the TARDIS
is not available - it sometimes comes to
the Doctor on command, but this does not
seem to be an option in this episode.

Meanwhile the Doctor is trapped in a
‘mind forest’, initially all alone. She meets
a woman, Ada, who thinks this realm is
her mind and the Doctor is not real, simply The Master and Daniel Barton, the CEO of

a consequence of her mind. The clever
twist here is that Ada turns out to be Ada
Lovelace, the nineteenth century
mathematician and writer, best known for
her work with Charles Babbage on the first
computer. This device of interweaving
fiction and reality is one that I think
Chibnall uses to great effect.

VOR, (the search engine media company),
both dress in black, which adds to the
sinister and menacing message of the
episode. Barton (Lenny Henry) is a multimillionaire with a technology background
and he runs the biggest search engine on
Earth. The sinister side of Barton is
revealed when his plan to turn people on
Earth into hard drives is divulged. He has
When the Doctor regains consciousness
made an alliance with the Master and the
from the ‘mind forest’, she is in London, in Kasaavin (alien beings from a dimension
1834. Again, with the hint of humour that beyond N-Space). They can connect to
runs through the episode, she works out
multiple time periods on Earth, allowing
ISSUE 36 | WHOTOPIA | 9

them to move freely through history.
In an immensely powerful and thoughtprovoking scene, Barton addresses a
crowd of people. He tells them that his
company gave them pieces of plastic,
circuitry and games and they handed him
total access to their lives. He thanks them
for their information, where they go, who
they text, what they text, what they buy.
He thanks them for every thought and

humans into the most efficient hard drives
on Planet Earth. Because human DNA can
store so much information, all that is
needed is to re-format the whole of
humanity. And the black humour so
prevalent in this episode is seen again
when Barton says, “Luckily there’s an app
for that”.
As Kasaavin energy begins to be
transmitted into every device, the Doctor
stops the transfer of energy and
uses the ‘Silver Lady’ to send the
Kasaavin back to their own
dimension. With the same black
humour, the Doctor says, “That’s
the trouble with modern
technology, you never know
when you’re being spied upon.”
When the Master appears, he is
both malevolent and manic. He
shrinks people using his tissue
compression eliminator (TCE),
partly because he can, but also as a
warning to the Doctor. The TCE is the
Master’s trademark weapon and it is a
bonus to see a return to this ‘Classic Who’
weapon. It works by compressing the
victim’s body to such an extent that they
die. But in a particularly gruesome gesture
the Master likes to display his victims as
mini-figures, small enough to fit in a
matchbox.

“When the Master appears, he is both malevolent
and manic. He shrinks people using his tissue
compression eliminator (TCE)”

photo and post, every birthday, every
memorable place and all their mothers’
maiden names, every credit card number.
He thanks them for putting his cameras in
their pockets, putting his microphones in
their bedrooms, for signing up their kids.
The viewer has the uncomfortable
realisation that this is all true. They
believed the technology companies when
they said their data was safe. Barton tells
the crowd, and the viewers, that because
they kept clicking agree, now he can do
anything. He says he can send a text to
every device on the planet, and he does.
The text message says humanity is over,
you have three minutes to prepare.
Everyone gets the message, and it is not a
joke.
In an alarming message Barton says that
systems are now smarter and can run
more efficiently than humans. So, for
humans to have a purpose, to be useful
for something, he plans to convert
10 | WHOTOPIA | ISSUE 36

In a scary and very intense scene, the
Master forces the Doctor to kneel before
him and call him Master. But the Doctor
realises that although the Master is
working with both Barton and the
Kasaavin, he does not fully understand the
Kasaavin, nor does he control them. This
gives her hope which is immediately
apparent in the change in her demeanour.
As ever, good triumphs over evil and she
gains the upper hand. Instead of the
Master sending the Doctor into the

Kasaavin dimension, the Doctor sends the
Master to the Kasaavin dimension.
Other significant points made that keep
Doctor Who in the modern media
landscape include a scene of the three
companions walking around in London.
The viewer is reminded of the connectivity
of mobile phones and how they can be
used to track where someone is. A phone
is no longer just a phone, it is a locationbetraying device in your pocket. The use
of closed-circuit television (CCTV) and live
facial
recognition
(LFR) cameras
is taken a step
further. In
true Orwellian
Big Brother
style, the
companions’
faces appear
on a billboard
and Barton’s
voice tells
them they have been found. The
technology might still be fiction, but it is
getting ever closer to reality and leaves
the viewer somewhat uncomfortable
about the expansion of the surveillance
state and the threat to civil liberties that it
brings.
Throughout the episode I particularly like
the links between science fiction and
science, with real scientists Charles
Babbage and Ada Lovelace, being part of
the story. And history is not ignored when
the Doctor and Ada find themselves in
Paris, in 1943, the middle of World War II.
A female member of the French
resistance, British spy Noor Inayat Khan,
saves them from German soldiers. The
Nazis are led by the Master who uses the
child’s hide and seek line, “coming, ready

or not”. This use of the childish game by
the Master again adds threat to the
situation.
The Doctor and Ada are saved from the
Master when Noor hides them under
floorboards. As she is a real person from
the war, the mix of reality and fiction
works very well. It is interesting that the
Doctor has two strong female characters,
Ada, and Noor, to support and help her.
This is a welcome shout out for female
empowerment.
One of my
favourite
moments is
when the
Doctor is trying
to contact the
Master. She
uses Noor’s
signalling
equipment and
does the four
taps, the sound
of the drums,
the rhythm of two hearts. Noor says it is
not a code but the Doctor replies that it is
a very personal code. The shot switches to
the Master who hears the code and
replies with the same four beats. The
Doctor has his attention!
The episode ends with the Doctor
travelling to Gallifrey in her TARDIS. She
finds that Gallifrey is indeed destroyed. In
a message from the Master, he says he
was responsible for the destruction of
Gallifrey. He reveals that the founding
fathers of Gallifrey lied and that the
Doctor and the Master are not who they
think they are.
So, there are many questions left
unanswered. Is this the second
destruction of Gallifrey? What did happen
ISSUE 36 | WHOTOPIA | 11

at Jodrell Bank? Is the whole existence of
the Time Lords built on a lie? Who is the
‘Timeless Child’? However, these are less
loose ends and more tantalising teasers. It
left me wanting more.

couple Benni and Vilma, less than brilliant
green-haired handyman Nevi and his
legitimately brilliant green-haired son
Sylas, Ryan’s potential love interest Bella,
Kane—the owner and operator of the
facility, and Vorm—who has a gun and will
REVIEW BY AIDAN C MATEAR be dead very soon. But all is not as it
seems (is it ever in Doctor Who?) It is
revealed that the vacation spa exists on a
planet whose atmosphere and indigenous
species are both hostile. Right on cue, the
spa is attacked and most of its vacationers
are slaughtered, save one.

The offending assailants, the Dregs, have
absconded with Benni, so the Doctor and
everyone else who’s still alive pile into a
vehicle and head into the poison
wasteland outside Tranquility Spa’s dome.
We learn that this is an orphan planet,
one which has endured an environmental
catastrophe and been abandoned by the
wealthy—leaving all remaining sentient
life to die. The vehicle promptly wrecks
and several more characters are killed,
Is ‘all-inclusive’ ever a bad thing? “Orphan including Benni. The Doctor and company
55” certainly seems to include all the
now must make their way back to the spa
elements which make a good episode of
before their air supply runs out. Along the
Doctor Who: exotic locales, strange aliens, way the party loses several more
a quirky mix of supporting characters,
members and they discover that this
legitimate danger, mystery, action, and
planet, Orphan 55, was once Earth. They
plenty of humor. But does including all
make it back to the Spa, more people die,
those elements make this a good episode? and eventually some of them teleport to
safety.
Following an encounter with an amorous
space squid, Graham assembles six
Ed Hime’s “Orphan 55” had the
coupons, unwittingly activating a teleport unenviable task of following an energetic
(this is the second story in a row that
Chibnall two-part opener in which viewers
shows the TARDIS isn’t as impenetrable as were introduced to Sasha Dhawan’s jokerwe have been led to believe). With the
esque new Master, saw the Doctor gain
lingering image of Bradley Walsh in a
historical allies and face a new alien
Speedo, the gang arrives at Tranquility
menace which could breach the interior of
Spa, an all-inclusive getaway. Here they
the TARDIS, and succeed in foiling a threat
part ways and meet the supporting
which could destroy the very universe.
characters of the episode. Hyph3n, who
And if that weren’t enough, the Master
looks like Barf from Spaceballs, unmarried informs the Doctor that Gallifrey has been
12 | WHOTOPIA | ISSUE 36

destroyed (again) and that everything she
knows is a lie.

friendly hentai reference? Not me. There’s
a lot of stuff in this episode I wasn’t
expecting. In fact, there’s just a lot of stuff.
That’s a hard act to follow.
Like Speedos - I definitely wasn’t expecting
that. “Orphan 55’s” first act had SO MUCH
Hime’s series 11 contribution, the high
potential, looking back, it felt like I had
concept “It Takes You Away” was far from been teleported to an all-inclusive buffet
perfect. It emphasized loneliness
and addiction as well as the
lengths and depths someone will
go through to be reunited with
something or someone they’ve
lost. It was moody with great
character moments, but it’s hard
to sympathize with or get past a
father who emotionally tortures a
child with a disability. Also, there was a
of Doctor Who favorites:
sentient universe which took the form of a
talking frog. I didn’t hate it and I didn’t
Picturesque location? CHECK! Campy
love it, but I applauded the risks it took
alien? CHECK! Ragtag band of supporting
and when I saw Hime’s name in “Orphan characters? CHECK! Potential romantic
55’s” opening credits, I was genuinely
love interest? Unexpected, but CHECK!
interested.
Comedy? CHECK! The Doctor gets a
chance to be both banter-y and
Who would have thought Doctor Who
knowledgeable (but not omnipotent) and
would use a cold open to make a familyTosin Cole really leans into the physical

“Who would have thought Doctor Who would use
a cold open to make a family-friendly hentai
reference?”
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humor. (The Hopper Virus bit is especially
effective, and they even throw in a Hunter
S. Thompson reference for good
measure.) Science going ‘poof!’ causing
lights to flash and klaxons to sound?
CHECK! Horrors moving about the
shadows killing nameless vacationers off
screen only to reveal themselves through
expertly crafted direction as the creepiest
monsters I’ve seen on Doctor Who in
years? Check! Check! OH YES CHECK!

the ship, “The Tsurunga Conundrum”
allows us to spend more time with the
characters, so that when they act or they
sacrifice themselves, it feels earned.

Let’s face it, putting everyone on the
transport and driving them into danger is
dumb, but the script needs everyone
there. It needs the Doctor and the team
to be there because it’s their show. It
needs Kane to be there because it’s her
job
and she must
Then, with audiences
explain why all
ready to
this is
feast,
happening. It
everything
needs Bella to
sort of falls
be there so she
apart.
can betray the
group. It
Here’s the
needs Hyph3n
problem,
and Vorm
there’s just
there so they
TOO MUCH
can die. It
SCRIPT. What’s
needs Vilma
worse, the
there so she can ‘reunite’
script doesn’t
know with Benni. In addition to all that, the
where to focus. Characters (of which
script needs the group to leave Tranquility
there are too many), who the audience
so they can discover that Orphan 55 used
hasn’t spent enough time to sympathize
to be Earth—a revelation that stops what
with, start making choices which serve no little momentum the script has gained and
purpose other than to move the script
adds another layer—which only serves as
forward from one idea to the next.
a prompt for the message at the end of
Nothing feels earned. Character
the episode.
motivations simply become a series of
transitions. And because the script can’t
I cared less for the supporting characters
focus, neither can the audience.
than the script did. Notice how I left out
Nevi and Sylas above? That’s because they
There are folks who liked last series’ “The are completely unnecessary to this story.
Tsarunga Conundrum” less than I did, but Even worse, they try and cram a falling
I can’t help drawing comparisons to this
out between the two which results in…
episode. Both are essentially base under
nothing. And speaking of falling out,
siege stories FILLED with supporting
Bella’s issues with her mother’s
characters and Whitaker’s Doctor
abandonment result in the deaths of
explaining what is happening to those
dozens of vacationers, because her
characters. But the difference between
response to the situation is to bring
the two is that by keeping the action to
bombs to a populated spa! It’s hard to
14 | WHOTOPIA | ISSUE 36

sympathize with a terrorist at the best of
times, but once she points a gun at Ryan, I
was rooting for her to get eaten. Equally
as confusing and unsympathetic is Kane’s
apparent sacrifice, miraculous
reappearance, and instant reconciliation
with Bella.
The script is expecting me to care a lot
more than I did, because I’m still trying to
figure out how the virus from the first act
is suddenly the resolution for the third act.
The only plot point I sort of cared about
was Benni and Vilma, but as sweet/tragic
as that reunion is, the resolution (with
Kane killing Benni off screen), is so poorly
handled that whatever sympathy I felt
feels squandered.
Even after all that, there’s even more to
unpack in Hime’s script, most of it dealing
with the Dregs, but what seemed to catch
fandom’s attention is Whitaker’s near
fourth wall-breaking plea against climate
change. While I applaud the message and
resolutely stand with the sentiments, I
was so angry at how poorly the last 30
minutes of the episode treated the
audience that what should have been an
inspiring rallying cry just…annoyed me.

The new new feels genuinely like the old,
doesn’t it? We have an early twentiethcentury setting, people suspicious of this
new-fangled electricity, a creature
animated by said electricity, and, when
you think about it, Warden Cliff looks
pretty much like a lighthouse. So, hi, folks,
it’s “Horror of Fang Rock” for the 2020s.
It’s more than that of course, because it’s
the third story of a season of the new
series, and it’s a written law that the story
in that position in the season has to be a
celebrity historical. Except that we’re
fifteen years down the line now, and
we’re rather running out of celebrities
that we can say good things about. I
mean, it’s all very well incorporating
Napoleon or the Marquis de Sade, but
they weren’t nice people, were they?

I think “Orphan 55” earned its negative
reviews. Just like the unnamed, offscreen
wealthy who squandered Earth’s
resources, leaving it an uninhabitable
wreck; Hime’s script squanders a single
promising story idea by making it ‘allinclusive.’ Too many ideas make it too
difficult to care about any of them and in
the end, the audience (like the Dregs) is
And so, we get Nikola Tesla, the most
left frustrated, screaming into the void—a unlikely celebrity in a celebrity historical,
warning to others.
because pretty much no one — as
Graham, Yaz and Ryan so ably
REVIEW BY DREW MEYER demonstrate — has ever actually heard of
him. But isn’t he just adorable? I’ll get
back to him later.
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One of the criticisms levelled at this story
is that we’ve been here before, although I
find it faintly ironic that, in many reviews,
while people were disappointed that it
wasn’t the Rutans — which would only
make the “Fang Rock” connections more
obvious — they were conversely cross
that it was reprising “Vincent and the
Doctor” without the art, coupled with
“The Girl in the Fireplace” without the
cleverness.

Ah, yes, the cleverness. And haven’t we
just become obsessed with that over the
last decade or so? This is what eight years
of Steven Moffat will do to a fan. The
intricacies, the brilliance of the locking
together, the wordplay, the idea that the
Doctor is so much more intelligent than
you, than me, than Steven Moffat even.
That the most important thing about
Doctor Who is how well the plot twists.
Don’t get me wrong. I loved it, and it’s
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possible – probable even — that the
Moffat era is going to be the best Who
ever offers me. But that’s not what the
programme is anymore, and the world has
changed.
It doesn’t help, of course, that, in the first
Chibnall season, tightness of plotting and
the stories we were presented with were
pretty much ships that didn’t even
acknowledge each other’s existence in the
night, let alone passed. Although that was
not, by any means, the worst thing about
season eleven, because the tragedy of
season eleven — continued in this
season— is that to get the first female
Doctor ever and repeatedly demonstrate
her incompetence when contrasted with
all the men who came before her seems a
brutally unfair thing to do to Whitaker, let
alone the rest of us. You only have to
contrast “Heaven Sent” with “Skyfall” to
see that. In the first case, the Doctor

jumps out of a window to give himself
thinking time as he’s falling; in the second,
the Doctor can’t work out that throwing a
bomb out of a window might be a good
way to stop a plane from blowing up. To
make such a fanfare of casting the first
female Doctor and then making her by
vast margins less competent than all
eleven men who preceded her makes a
complete mockery of casting her in the
first place.

magnificent, and kudos to the writing
here. Edison could so easily have been a
black-hatted villain, twirling his moustache
and breathing fire from above. Instead, he
doesn’t like Tesla much, he’s a ruthless
businessman — and thus absolutely
typical of the emerging America of the
early twentieth century — but when his
people are killed and the Doctor turns
round and suggests that he might have
had a part in it, his response is not
outraged defensiveness but absolute
But way, way back, in Lance Parkin’s The
disgust that the Doctor could even suggest
Gallifrey Chronicles (the final Eighth
such a thing: ‘My workers. All those men
Doctor adventure, published by BBC Books worked for me. They had families. I had
shortly after the new series debuted), the dinner with this guy and his wife last
eighth Doctor realised the answer to a
week. I have to tell her, tell the families.’
complicated question. He had
lost all of his memories. But what
had he gained? In the case of the
thirteenth Doctor, we get that
answer here.

“...the worst thing about season eleven,
because the tragedy of season eleven —
continued in this season...”

The win here is Tesla and, more
specifically, the Doctor’s
relationship with him. It helps
that Goran Visnijc is magnificent
from moment one. He’s subtle,
he’s strong, he’s vulnerable, he slides from
a Serbian to an American accent and back
seamlessly. In short, he is believable —
and his final line, ‘The present is theirs. I
work for the future, and the future is
mine’ is utterly fantastic, as is every
moment that he graces the screen. Yes,
you could argue that this kind of thing has
been done before with Vincent, but
everyone knew who he was before the
episode even began. This, with someone
so unknown but arguably equally tragic, is
much harder to make work — and not just
because electronic circuitry is much
harder to show in a visual medium than
visual art — but work it absolutely does.
Philip Glenister as Edison is equally

What could be cliché has been rendered
balanced, understandable,
compassionate. Human.
This humanity — and believability — is the
key to the episode and, arguably, the key
to Whitaker and Chibnall’s Doctor. She is,
it’s worth noting, utterly competent in this
story — although I will admit that this is
not the case throughout the season. Here,
though, she has the relevant teleport
device that she needs, she’s a competent
scientist, she understands in an instant
what the Skithra are and how they
operate. She has all the knowledge and
uses it effectively. Then, in desperate
circumstances at the end, she improvises
and tricks the Queen into picking up a
device that she shouldn’t, and thus wins,
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and understands where he’s
coming from. They quite literally
finish each other’s sentences. He’s
not fazed by her superior
knowledge but simply wants to
learn from her; there’s not a shred
of jealousy or difficulty about him,
which makes him her absolute
mirror. When he’s called upon to
sacrifice himself for the world, he
knows that there’s no other
choice, and he’s prepared to do it,
exactly as she would, and she
knows that too. Her recognition
that it’s ‘killing’ Edison that the
Skithra haven’t chosen him is also
incredibly perceptive, because we
which is very classic Who. More recent
know that this is also true and yet we
Doctors have won by brilliance and timey- haven’t been given a hint thus far that it
wimey, but we also had a quarter-century is. There’s a beautiful shot of the two of
where it was mostly improvisation, and
them walking to the tower as well as an
it’s worth remembering that. She also has aside — although it shouldn’t be — the
some speeches that are very David
direction is fabulous throughout as well.
Tennant: ‘No, we’re way past that. I gave
you your chance […] A chance to evolve,
And that, in the end, is what we’ve gained.
but you were too stupid to take it. When It might not be everyone’s cup of tea, but
you die, there’ll be nothing left behind.
this Doctor’s new humanity is a win. We
Just a trail of blood and other people’s
can compare “Heaven Sent” and “Skyfall”,
brilliance. No one will even know you
but we can also compare “Under the
existed.’ And I love ‘A queen of shreds and Lake” and this story. In the former, the
patches’ just for the line itself.
Doctor had to be handed cards to cue
some sort of human response; in this
Okay, I keep avoiding it, because it’s the
latter, the Doctor is human, perhaps too
crux of my argument and there are loads much so, but then aren’t we all? She ‘gets’
of other things I wanted to say here, but
Tesla — and all the other people that she
let’s get back to Tesla. He is magnificent,
encounters. If there are overriding themes
but he’s also essentially the Doctor — his to the season and traits to this Doctor
entry into and understanding of the
(and not to pre-empt Graeme’s season
TARDIS is arguably the best entry-to-the- summary), then they are compassion and
TARDIS scene we’ve ever experienced — empathy. She doesn’t need to be taught
and there’s something wonderful about
to understand. She understands you. She
how she recognises and empathises with celebrates Tesla for all the things that he
that and with him. He’s a stranger in a
hoped he would be. She celebrates you
strange land, both literally and
for all the things that you try to be, too.
metaphorically. He looks at the world
differently to other people, and she sees
REVIEW BY ANTHONY WILSON
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mysterious person in the vault below St.
Luke’s, I was sure I had it: it was Bill’s
mum. Think about it: she’s mentioned or
pictured in almost every episode, the
Doctor time travels to meet her in “The
Pilot”, and it’s the perfect link to the
companion to provide an emotional
dilemma. Instead of that brilliant and
perfect answer, it turns out to be —
shock! — the flipping Master. Ho hum.

You have no idea where this is going.
I’m a massive spoilerphobe. I do all the
usual things: I don’t watch the “Next
time...” trailers, I don’t go looking for
information about upcoming episodes
online, I didn’t watch the leaked footage
from Series 8. But it’s more than that;
whenever the latest episode is available, I
stay off social media altogether. Usually
this works well, except at the beginning of
seasons, when it’s hard to avoid.

But if I do it right, I sometimes even hit the
holy grail of spoilerphobia: I don’t even
know the story title. I’ve even managed to
write several reference books with a coauthor who’s a huge spoilerphile, but he
simply assigns me upcoming episodes by
story number and writer. (No, the writer
isn’t a spoiler. What do you take me for,
some kind of nut?)
Avoiding titles is no mean feat. Often, I’ll
make it to within 24 hours and then have
it thrust in my face. Some people claim
that titles aren’t spoilers because they’re
designed by the production team to
garner interest. I call those people
quitters.

My view is that you only get one chance to
experience the episode untarnished, and
I’d much rather find out that the Master
Part of the problem is that I’m a natural
was the Deadly Assassin from the story
problem-solver. If you give me a bunch of itself than read about it in a magazine. The
hints, my brain will immediately start
Chibnall era has been a godsend in this
trying to put them together. And I’ve been regard because they’ve clamped down on
watching TV long enough to often know
almost any information, so people like me
when I’m being misdirected. By seeing
have a decent chance of experiencing the
what they want us to see, two things
show as intended.
happen: either I figure out what the real
direction is (and am spoiled) or I start
All of which is to say: if you’re like me, go
putting together a scenario that turns out watch “Fugitive of the Judoon” right now
to be far more interesting than the actual if you haven’t seen it, because it’s almost
episode.
impossible to discuss without spoilers, and
they’re well worth experiencing cold if
For example, when Series 10 suggested a possible.
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Okay, so I did know the Judoon were
coming back at some point this season,
but not when. And, gloriously, I somehow
made it to this episode without even
knowing the title in advance. Words can’t
express how joyful it was to sit down and
be thrilled with the revelation that there
would be Judoon in this episode shortly
after I started watching it.

charming that you barely notice. It’s only
when we cut to the first TARDIS scene that
you realise it’s just taken longer to get into
the episode proper.

It’s immediately charming, with Ruth
intensely likeable and clever misdirection
with Lee and the baker. We spend just a
tad longer setting up Ruth’s world than
perhaps we usually would, but it’s so

It’s when Graham gets transported to the
stolen ship that the episode kicks up a
notch. Interestingly, no attempt is made to
disguise Jack’s voice when we first hear it,
even though he’s initially kept offscreen.

The Judoon, of course, aren’t a surprise if
you’ve read the title. It’s lovely to reach
back to an old monster from the Russell T.
Davies era. Even better, it’s not one of the
“big” monsters. The Judoon are pretty
Hoo boy, past me. You have no idea where much always there for comedy relief, and
this is going.
they even recycle several of the old gags.
(“A platoon of Judoon, near... a lagoon.”)
I did have one other spoiler. I briefly
Reaching back to monsters not seen for
looked at Facebook just before watching
over a decade is a great move if you’re
the episode, and the first post was from
going to tap into continuity. We’ve seen
said co-author saying, “I love it when
the trope of the Classic series monster
Doctor Who is surprising!” That was
updated for the New Series so many times
enough for me. I logged off the internet
now that it’s become a tiresome cliché.
and watched the episode.
This is much better.
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Like the Judoon, the character hasn’t been
seen in ages, so it’s a genuine surprise
when he shows up, but an enormously
welcome one.
By this point, I was sure I had it
sussed. This was the “surprising”
part that my co-author had
mentioned, and we were in for
an episode with Captain Jack
teaming up with the Doctor to
fight the Judoon.
You really have no idea where
this is going.

trip to a lighthouse, whereupon
Something deeply suspicious is buried
beneath the tombstone. At last, this is it,
and the Doctor uncovers it just as Ruth
breaks the glass.

“The Judoon, of course, aren’t a surprise if
you’ve read the title. It’s lovely to reach back to
an old monster from the Russell T. Davies era.
Even better, it’s not one of the “big” monsters.“

That Jack and the Doctor don’t even meet
in the episode is quite astonishing,
subverting expectations brilliantly.
Instead, Jack’s appearance serves but one
narrative purpose: to keep the
companions away from the Doctor.

Cleverly, the Judoon scan Ruth almost as
soon as they appear and identify her as
human, so you’re not imagining anything
odd about her. There’s clearly something
happening with Lee, and Ruth is likeable
enough to be the pseudo-companion for
the story’s duration.
Until Lee gets killed, with the words
“faithful companion”.
I didn’t peg it at the time, but I heard
those words. So, I knew something was
up. Lee’s activation of Ruth clearly pivots
the episode to her, which makes sense,
but by this point it’s been earned. Her
demolishing of the Judoon force is just
delightful, more so because she doesn’t
completely activate at once. It’s hard to
figure out the secret identity of someone
who doesn’t know it themselves.
So, then the Doctor and Ruth take a road

You have absolutely no idea where this is
going.
My boyfriend watched this episode a few
days after I did, also knowing nothing of
what was happening. He was live texting
me his responses to it as he went.
Suddenly, I received a string of texts like
this:
WTF?
WTF?
WTF?
WTF?
WTF?
WTF?
WFT? WTF? WTF?
I was sure I knew what point in the
episode he’d reached.
The reveal of the Ruth Doctor is just
outstanding. It takes the entirety of Doctor
Who and turns it on its head. More so
because the plot is structured so that Ruth
can’t be a future incarnation (her
contemporary Gat is a Time Lord who
clearly has no idea about Gallifrey being
destroyed). And yet Ruth’s TARDIS looks
like a police box, but she doesn’t
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The season ender will suggest some
answers, but it doesn’t really solve the
immediate question of where Ruth fits.
And I’m perfectly fine with that... largely
because she’s just so genuinely likeable. I
also love that, quite incidentally, we not
only have the first black Doctor, but we
had her a long time ago. That’s an
excellent way to cut through a potentially
thorny issue.
In summary, “Fugitive of the Judoon” is a
spectacular episode, both on virginal
viewing and on subsequent spoiler-ridden
recognise the sonic screwdriver. That
watching’s. It goes in directions that
places her somewhere between
absolutely no one could have predicted,
“Unearthly Child” episode two and “Fury and it’s an amazing ride along the way.
from the Deep” episode one. She can’t be The season ender is full of shocking
a pre-Hartnell Doctor, but we saw the
revelations too, but it doesn’t have the
transition from the first to second Doctors, cohesiveness of this story, which is
so she can’t be a War Doctor either.
structured to perfection.
I love this.

I’d deeply love to see more adventures
with Ruth. Or some more answers. I have
One of the things I love most about Doctor my own theories about how this all fits...
Who is that it’s the most bonkers show on but that’s the joy of this mad TV show. We
television. When the show returned to our can all come up with our own theories,
screens in 2005, one of the first episodes and it gives us endless fodder for debate
featured farting aliens disguised as fat
and discussion.
people using a space pig to run a scam
that was a metaphor for the Iraq war. You You still have no idea where this is going.
don’t get sillier — or more brilliant — than And isn’t that glorious?
that.
REVIEW BY ROBERT SMITH?
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it works well here during the setup of the
story. The TARDIS crew members get to
stretch their legs and operate
independently of the Doctor. Ryan tails a
pair of travel vloggers in Peru, while
Graham and Yaz roam Hong Kong in
pursuit of “weird readings” on some
unidentified device. The Doctor herself is
in Madagascar, investigating a dead naval
officer and making friends with Suki and
Aramu, two scientists with a high-tech
beach lab. The guest stars bring some
variety and human interest to the
proceedings, too, and it’s especially nice
to see Jake and Adam, a married couple,
represented without a lot of song and
Fifteen minutes in, “Praxeus” has a lot
dance about their sexual orientation. The
going for it: a timely, exciting ecological
basic idea of setting up several stories,
message, an exciting opening with stories glued together by the TARDIS crew but
set in multiple locations all over the globe, otherwise apparently unrelated, works
and several character-driven sources of
nicely. It’s refreshing to see the
tension involving an array of guest actors. companions separated so that they can all
The split-up TARDIS crew has
found a missing astronaut, found
a bunch of dead or strangely
aggressive birds, fished a naval
officer out of the sea and
watched him disintegrate, and
located a travel vlogger’s missing
partner and seen her
disintegrate. The premise is
intriguing (all of these mysteries
are connected?) and the story
has a satisfying Pertwee-era feel, with
have adventures without anyone being
environmental concerns front and center. sidelined.
Unfortunately, though, the episode bogs
down in the middle and ultimately fizzles It’s difficult to be excited about the
out—and in the final analysis, the story
opportunity for each of them to act more
lacks any sort of human core or sense of
independently, though, because they
consequences.
respond to their greater autonomy by
doing largely stupid things, none of which
Co-written by Pete McTighe (writer of
seem to have any real negative
Series 11’s “Kerblam!”) and Chris Chibnall, consequences. Ryan, who initially seems
“Praxeus” gets a lot of its energy from
quite confident and competent acting on
splitting up the companions and the
his own, leads vlogger Gabriela into a
Doctor. It worked well in “Kerblam!”, and reckless disregard of clearly marked

“Yaz finally has opportunity to take some
action. It’s a consistent source of frustration
across Series 11 and Series 12 that Yaz gets so
little to do.”
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quarantine. In addition, when they find
Gabriela’s former partner, Jamila, and see
her disintegrate into a pile of dust, Ryan is
bafflingly dismissive of Gabriela’s grief.
Taken all around, the one thing Ryan does
successfully in this story is to bring back a
dead bird specimen from Peru and—in a
truly mystifying narrative turn—
successfully dissect it to assist the Doctor’s
investigation. (Why Ryan should
undertake that task, instead of one of the
qualified scientists or the Doctor herself, is
never explained.) It all works out fine,
though. For some reason, Gabriela warms
to Ryan and they develop a good working
rapport.
At the same time, Yaz finally has
opportunity to take some action. It’s a
consistent source of frustration across
Series 11 and Series 12 that Yaz gets so
little to do, which means that her decision
to peel off from the group again in Hong
Kong to go back and retrieve an alien
device is a welcome development, even if
it’s not clear why it’s necessary (why not
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just grab the device on the way out?). She
takes Gabriela back into the building with
her, after agreeing with the Doctor that
they’ll meet up again in one hour. It’s fun
to see Yaz taking the lead for once, but her
behavior very quickly becomes openly
reckless, which is disappointing, because
she usually is smarter than that. The pair
sees one of the aliens using a teleport, and
Yaz talks Gabriela into using it to follow.
This would be a risky decision even if the
aliens in question seemed able to breathe
Earth air. Given that they wear gas masks
and hoses that suggest they cannot, it’s a
staggeringly idiotic thing to do. This also
works out fine—it turns out that the
teleport takes them into a perfectly
breathable atmosphere in a place where
they’re in no real danger.
In the main story, as well as in these
smaller problems, the difficulties melt
away one by one without leaving any
obvious mark behind. Praxeus is a virus,
without any kind of real volition of its
own, and Suki, the scientist from

Madagascar, turns out to be the last one
of the aliens who brought the virus to
Earth. She dies of the virus herself, which
means there’s no need for anyone to
address her people’s crimes. The Doctor’s
plan to disperse an antidote into the
Earth’s atmosphere works perfectly. The
ailing astronaut Adam, who recovers from
Praxeus courtesy of an antidote
synthesized by the TARDIS, reconciles with
his husband, who survives his own
attempt at a kamikaze run to deliver the
antidote into the atmosphere. After the
cure is dispersed across the planet, the
characters don’t even take the time to
discuss the plastic pollution that made the
Earth and its people vulnerable to
Praxeus. The missing submarine turns up…
and that doesn’t matter much, either. The
risks and problems set up at the beginning
of the story lead to zero consequences,
despite the initially apparently complex
plot.

embrace a callous disregard for the
human costs of a conflict. It’s true that
Doctor Who often features violence and
death, but I cannot think of another story
in which death is taken as lightly as this.
That’s a problem shared by McTighe’s
“Kerblam!”, which in other respects is a
more successful episode than “Praxeus”:
the Doctor’s failure to make any attempt
whatsoever to rescue the misguided villain
of “Kerblam!”, even though it would be
easy for her to do so, sours the ending of
an otherwise interesting story. Since the
Doctor is the moral core of the show, her
willingness to throw away human life
unnecessarily and without apparent grief
is problematic in both stories.

In a similar vein, while it’s refreshing for
the environmental context of “Praxeus” to
be presented as fact instead of hammered
home in through a lot of didactic, preachy
dialogue, it’s unsettling for the characters
to simply walk away from these events
More importantly, the meaningful human without any apparent reflection or
losses that are sustained in the story don’t consideration about the vulnerabilities
seem to matter to the characters
caused by pollution and other human
themselves. Gabriela bounces back
environmental ills. There’s no need for the
promptly from losing Jamila. Although
story’s moral to be presented clearly at
she’s annoyed when Ryan tries to comfort the end, as though Doctor Who were an
her in her immediate grief over her
audience-improving fable, but the
“melhor amiga,” Gabriela is ready to
characters in “Praxeus” seem completely
replace her old partner with Adam and
unaffected by what they’ve learned, aside
Jake before the episode ends. And the
from Graham’s momentary discomfort
unlucky lab tech Amaru, left out on the
with the idea that he himself is full of
beach in Madagascar to “keep an eye on” plastic.
the aggressive birds, is killed virtually
immediately and never even mentioned
For the Doctor Who viewer watching the
again by anyone. Good thing he wasn’t
whole season, the lack of follow-through
important, apparently.
and consequence in this particular episode
echoes its decision not to engage with the
While the Doctor has often argued that it’s story of the previous week. “Fugitive of
important to be able to move on, rather
the Judoon,” for all its faults, introduces
than being paralyzed by grief (in
some fairly world-shaking events for the
“Pyramids of Mars,” for example, and
Doctor…and this week, they seem to be
“Thin Ice”), the show doesn’t generally
completely off the table. In “Praxeus,”
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there’s no acknowledgment at all of those
developments in the season, even by
including a line or two of dialogue to
suggest that the Doctor is thinking about
any of the things that have happened.

as a matter of fact Doctor Who was
originally pitched as an educational
program aimed at children, I just feel that
Chibnall might be taking the educational
angle a tad too far. Series eleven had
several of these educational episodes such
All in all, while “Praxeus” initially sets an
as “Rosa” (Rosa Parks), “Demons of the
energetic, engaging pace, the whole story Punjab” (the partition of India) and series
ultimately feels like an exercise or a story twelve seems to be going in the same
written from a template. Dropping in a
direction. First up we had “Orphan 55”,
few emotional conversations and giving
which was a not too subtle commentary
Jake and Adam a clearly defined
on climate change and then “Nikola
relationship back story can’t disguise the Tesla’s Night of Terror”, which introduced
emptiness at this story’s heart. While the the Doctor Who world to Teslaand
episode has some significant strengths,
reminded us that sadly he didn't get the
particularly in the first fifteen or twenty
recognition he deserved in life. And the
minutes, it lacks any kind of
less said about the in your face pollution
compassionate core or ethical
message of “Praxeus” the better. Which of
engagement; when the plot winds down, course brings us to “Can You Hear Me?”
there’s nothing else for the viewer to care Unlike the other stories I've mentioned
about.
this story gets the balance exactly right.
REVIEW BY HEATHER MCHALE When I think back on my education it was
the classes where we did fun and
interesting activities that I learnt the most
from. You would, for a change, discover
that you'd actually had fun at school and
when you would inevitably reflect on it
later, discover that you'd retained what
had been taught that day. It's at this point
that you admit "I see what you did there
teacher. Well played sir, well played."
Television often utilizes this technique so
that by telling a cracking tale the viewer is
engrossed in the story and half the time
not even aware that they're learning
something. “Can You Hear Me?” does this
superbly. It's the sort of Doctor Who story
that I love. We have a Doctorish Doctor, a
Yes Chris Chibnall, I can hear you. Quite
seemingly unstoppable villain who has
well in fact.
humanity in the palm of his hand (or
should that be fingers), a being seemingly
Ever since Chris Chibnall took the reins of trapped in an impossible situation and
Doctor Who he has been determined to
then at the end comes the twist no-one
educate us. Now this isn't something new, saw coming; that the trapped being is the
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villains partner. The villainous duo are
immortals and are forcing humanity to
experience their worst fears in order to
feed on the negative energy. The Doctor
realizes she's been duped and must work
to rectify her mistake. She does this of
course and the immortal duo are trapped
in an eternal prison. Over the course of
the episode we glimpse the personal
nightmares of the TARDIS crew. This is
much needed character development and
is at this point very welcome. Initially
these nightmares were foreshadowing as
to what the main immortal, Zeloin, was up
to. When the TARDIS team are confronted
with their fears later we learn Graham is
worried that his cancer will return, Yaz is
faced with her insecurity about being
bullied, for Ryan it's missing his friends
lives while travelling in the TARDIS and for
the Doctor it's the mysterious timeless
child.

Zellin namedrops the Eternals, the
Guardians, and the Celestial Toymaker.
They are implied to be related to or the
same race as these villains, and even use
humanity (or ephemerals as they refer to
us) for the same purpose (i.e.
entertainment/feeding off their energy)
and it's a lovely touch for those of us who
pay attention to these references to the
history of the show. We are there for the
immortal' s entertainment and Doctor
Who is there for ours. Seems appropriate
somehow.
REVIEW BY JEZ CARTNER

Even when everything is done and dusted
Graham is so affected by what he
experienced that he confides in the
Doctor, and unfortunately her response is
the one misstep in the episode.
It reminded me, and not in a good way, of
the socially awkward Doctor Jim
Broadbent played in the 1999 charity
special, ”The Curse of Fatal Death”.
One thing I've always been curious about
is how come we never see the effects time
travel has on the Doctor's companions.
We saw it with the Ponds and Adric in the
classic series and now we see it with Ryan
here. With what's going on in the world at
the moment mental health is at the
forefront of our minds and it's nice to see
it addressed in Doctor Who.
For long term fans (like myself) there are
several punch-the-air moments in this
episode. In the space of a few minutes

This episode kicks off what is essentially a
three-part story, though it’s more distinct
and self-contained. In some ways, this
nicely mimics the format of the end of
series three. Like “Utopia”, “The Haunting
of Villa Diodati” reveals the villain that will
more or less continue to plague the
Doctor in the next two episodes. This is
perhaps appropriate for a season that
manages to capture some of the old verve
from the Russel T. Davies era of Doctor
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Who. It’s something of a shock after a
slightly flat season where everyone in
front of and behind the camera was trying
to find their legs.

player of this season, taking the title from
Graham. Her ongoing interest in pushing
the boundaries and being independent
gets further refinement here. Ryan, sadly,
is mostly just there. He’s likable enough,
Doctor Who has always taken welland he’s good with the more comedic bits
established concepts and remixed them
he’s given. But it’s hard not to be
into something new and distinctly its own. reminded that the TARDIS still feels a little
“Haunting” is no different on that score. In like it has some dead weight.
fact, most of the ideas here have been
used in Doctor Who before. The haunted Given the grim nature of most of the last
house (“Ghost Light”), space folding in on two episodes in the season, “Haunting”
itself as part of a trap (“Castrovalva”),
has a lot of wit to spare. Having Byron and
mysterious figures turning out to be
the Doctor square off is perfect, as she is
Cybermen (“Army of Ghosts”), and Mary
unequivocally unmoved by his charms.
Although the guest cast is kind of
just thrown at you, and the men
in particular blend together if you
don’t know the history of the real
-life figures, eventually they are
all well fleshed out. Dr. John
Polidori’s insomnia-induced
temper feels like an interesting
character beat that eventually
pays off in helping to figure out
the mystery at the heart of the
Shelley even travelled with the Eighth
episode.
Doctor in a series of Big Finish stories.
However, the episode manages to feel
Claire Clairmont has a small character arc
fresh because of the way it unfolds.
as she manages to free herself of Byron’s
Starting with Shelley and company at the influence. It should be noted that this
titular Villa leads to a fun entrance from
character arc is pretty far from the sadder
the TARDIS crew. This also helps establish reality of Clarimont’s life. By all accounts,
the tone of the episode, which is a mix of Clairmont pursued Byron after the events
scares and humor. Graham’s grumpiness at Villa Diodati. In fact, she was carrying
at the Doctor landing so far away from
his child at the time. Byron continually
their destination works really well. As does rejected her and her attempts to get back
the Doctor’s warning not to change
with him. He did eventually take custody
history and not to snog Byron.
of their daughter, Allegra, but put the
child in a convent much to Clarimont’s ire.
The camaraderie between the
The girl ended up dying in the convent at
companions and the Doctor is at its most the age of five from an illness, so it’s easy
natural, which is important for the turns
to understand the episode writer’s desire
the story takes. It’s a nice change of pace to give Clairmont a happier ending here.
from the slightly forced “fam” of series 11.
Yaz has emerged as the most valuable
The haunting unfolds slowly, with things

“Given the grim nature of most of the last
two episodes in the season, “Haunting” has
a lot of wit to spare.”
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going crash in the night, mysterious
figures appearing and disappearing,
before the animated skeletons and
perception-folding shenanigans start.
Some of the simplest of these shots are
the most effective, but there is something
eerie about the figure by the lake. This is
one of the areas where the episode seems
to cheat quite a bit. Having Percy end up
being the “ghost” that was crashing
around is clever. Having the Cyberium be
the cause of the house folding in on itself
works.

managed to do it. However, it’s hard to
understand what was up with the skull
and hand in the baby’s crib. It’s a fun
fright moment, and maybe that’s all you
really need, but it seemed unclear why it
happened. Presumably, baby William’s
nanny took him from the crib. But why did
the skull and hand hop in there? It’s
perhaps best not to think too hard about
it.

The appearance of the Lone Cyberman
(who Captain Jack warned the TARDIS
“fam” about in the series-rattling “Fugitive
After that… it all gets a little precarious.
of the Judoon”) is effectively creepy, and it
Having the woman and child who fetch
really is a great design. It recalls the time
Graham some snacks be ghosts… maybe… worn Cybermen of “The Pandorica
seems to be a nod to the viewer that the Opens,” and being able to see the fleshy
writer knows this, and to just go along
face underneath the cyber-mask is
with the fun. Which is fine. I can accept
consistent with the skeleton reveal of that
that the Cyberium somehow animated the episode too as a fun little nod. These
head and hand of the skeleton in an
Cybermen contain more than just the
attempt to protect itself. Although one
brain that their counterparts in “Rise of
wonders why it didn’t go further in its
the Cybermen” did. Trying to figure out
efforts (there’s a lot in this house it could the Cybermen’s timeline is probably a
have reanimated) and exactly how it
futile effort at this point, but the callback
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is appreciated.
Revealing the Lone Cyberman’s humanity
(or at least the surface appearance of it) is
a great visual for a Cyberman who is ruled
by his emotions. It also leads to one of the
most chilling scenes of the episode. Mary
Shelley appeals to his humanity and tries
to use empathy to win the day. We’ve
seen this play work in Doctor Who and
many other narratives throughout the
years. The cruel way the Lone Cyberman
plays with her emotions and then reveals
he sacrificed his own family and was a
willing acolyte of the Cyberman is
incredibly effective. It quickly establishes
the Lone Cyberman as a villain not to be
trifled with. This makes his treatment in
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the series finale all the stranger. But we’ll
get into that in another review.
The finale of the story is resolved in a
fairly clever (if harrowing, for Percy
Shelley) way. And, it leads to one of the
best scenes of the entire season. When
faced with a terrible choice, the veneer of
the “fam” shatters, and the Doctor has to
lay it out for her friends. This isn’t a
democracy, and she’s the only one who
can make the hard calls. What’s so
fascinating is it turns what felt like a
negative in series 11 (the slightly forced
relationship between the Doctor and her
companions) into a positive. Or, at the
very least, a well-considered storytelling
choice.

Whether this was by happenstance or
could be the planted germ of a story to
design I don’t know, but the way it plays
later bear fruit. But the episode does set
out is powerful. It’s not that Doctor
us up to expect a thrilling finale indeed.
doesn’t believe in the “fam.” She clearly
thinks a lot of these humans she’s pulled
REVIEW BY JON HUFF
along with her. She wants it to be true.
But she knows in the end that when
everything is falling apart that ultimately,
she’ll be alone in her decision-making. Just
as the Doctor always has been. And it’s all
done without the tiresome selfaggrandizing that sometimes can wear out
its welcome when it comes to the Doctor
taking on the mantle of savior of the
universe. This feels much more like the
Doctor of old, who had to make the hard
choices but didn’t like it for a minute.
The Doctor knows she’s making a huge
mistake. She’s doing the one thing she
was warned not to do. She is sacrificing
humanity’s future to save humanity’s
future when you really think about it.
Whether you think of this as extreme
confidence or hubris, the Doctor decides
she has to break some eggs (which, err,
basically means the near extinction of
humanity) in order to make the omelet.
She’s playing a long game here with no
good options. Jodie Whitaker shines
during it all. To me, this is the moment
when she really became the Doctor. Don’t
get me wrong, I’ve enjoyed her even
during some of the lesser stories she was
in last series and she’s been fantastic all
along in the current one. But for me
something that started with her learning
of the destruction of Gallifrey ends up
crystallizing here. Maybe post-2005
Doctor Who has programmed it into me,
but the added weight and responsibility
just makes the Doctor more interesting.
There’s a reckless, seat-of-your pants
quality to the thirteenth Doctor that is
appealing and dangerous. We never find
out who hid the Cyberium in 1816. That

For the penultimate episode of Doctor
Who’s twelfth series, the episode kicks off
in rural 1920s Ireland. A man finds a baby
in a basket by the side of the road. The
couple ends up taking the baby in, and it’s
hard to ignore that this might be an
homage to Superman’s origin story. Or, to
look at an even older mythology, it
resonates a little with baby Moses being
found in a basket from “Exodus II” in the
Bible. Something that might be worth
looking at in more depth in the next
review. For now, let’s tackle the “subplot”
of Brendan, the boy from the basket who
grows up to be a policeman, realizes he’s
indestructible, and then has his memory
erased after his work is done.
It’s easy to discuss this storyline separate
from the rest of the episode because it
really connects with the rest of the
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episode in any way. It’s a very odd bit of
storytelling that really throws the episode
off for me, after the generally excellent
episode that preceded it. The link
between all of this and the Doctor is made
clear enough in the series finale. But it’s a
headscratcher still as this episode ends.
This is one of those ideas that probably
sounded really interesting in the writing
process but feels kind of clunky and
without purpose in its execution. As
television moves more toward serialized
storytelling, one of the problems that can
arise is that episodes don’t really stand on
their own. They are part of a continuous
whole. When it comes to something on
Netflix or another streaming service, this is
much more forgivable. We’ve even come
to expect it. But Doctor Who is not, nor
has it ever been, that sort of show.
If we think back to the little “hints” that
Russell T. Davies would sprinkle into the
show about the overall story arc, they
were always very brief. So even if we
didn’t fully understand the intent in the
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moment, it didn’t derail the episode. The
Brendan “flashbacks” bring the main
storyline of the Cybermen to a halt every
time it comes up. It’s not actually that
interesting in and of itself. Most of the
interest comes from the mystery of it. Not
just who Brendan is, but why are we being
shown this now? I personally thought we
were somehow seeing The Lone
Cyberman’s story. I was, obviously, very
wrong. As it is, we’re left with a mystery
that is only resolved in the next episode.
This would be less of a problem if the
flashbacks had some relevance or played
off what was happening in the main Cyber
War storyline. As it is, there is no thematic
resonance or connections that I can see.
The effect is like flipping between two
different channels watching two different
series. Yes, this is part one of a two-parter,
but even when I watched the episodes
back to back, there still felt like there was
a disconnect here.
The main storyline is pretty
straightforward, all in all. We’re thrown

into the action as the Doctor, Yaz, Ryan,
and Graham arrive on the scene to help
save the last remnants of humanity from
the Cybermen. I do feel like there was a
little bit of a wasted opportunity here. It
feels like some time has passed for the
TARDIS crew since the last episode.
They’ve been trying to do what they can
to help fix the mess the Doctor made
when she gave The Lone Cyberman the
Cyberium in the last episode. Part of me
wished the TARDIS crew were a little more
bedraggled and feeling increasingly more
hopeless.

Speaking of those traumatized survivors,
they are mostly quick sketches of people.
So, the actors have to do a lot of work to
sell them as human beings. Fortunately,
Julie Graham as Ravio is the real standout
here. It’s a very lived-in performance,
which is always welcome from guest
actors in Doctor Who, especially modern
Who with this large TARDIS crew, where
there’s so little time to get to really know
anyone. The group eventually makes their
way to a battlefield full of Cyber-parts. It’s
a fantastically realized sequence that
helps ratchet up the sense of dread for
these travelers who have flung themselves
into space without much of a plan or
hope.

Instead, showrunner Chris Chibnall, who
penned this script, goes in the opposite
direction. The TARDIS crew feels
too chipper here - a little too
perky and confident. If that is
“...when you remove everything about Brendan, the
going somewhere, it doesn’t
episode is just a story about the TARDIS team getting
pay off this season. They are
from point A to point B.”
probably meant to be
inspirational figures for the
survivors of the Cyber War. But
it’s back to feeling forced and undeserved. The Cybercarrier is a well-realized set, and
It’s grating for Graham to tell these
the realization that they have hitched a
traumatized survivors to buck up and
ride on a ship of dormant Cybermen is
think positive. Maybe this, and Yaz’s
effectively chilly. The new Cyberwarrior
admirable but reckless confidence is
design is a great melding of the old and
setting this TARDIS team up for a fall? If
the new. The shoulder spikes are almost a
so, it doesn’t happen this season and ends little silly, especially since they don’t
up feeling odd.
appear anywhere else, but they do look
impressive. The rest of the suit thankfully
A note about the Cyber ships and the
takes the Cybermen a little bit away from
design work in this episode. Overall, they the Iron Man-esque design they’ve had in
are a lot of fun. We don’t get to see
recent years to something that feels lither
Cyberman ships very often, and they have and more organic.
never had a design as iconic as the Dalek’s
saucer. These designs aren’t particularly
Essentially, then, when you remove
iconic, but they do look cool. The controls everything about Brendan, the episode is
inside are interesting and fun, too, with an just a story about the TARDIS team getting
interesting control mechanism. They cyber from point A to point B. Maybe it was
-drones being Cyber heads that fly around because of his storyline interrupting
are perhaps a little less successful.
things, but I think it would have played
better if there was more of a sense of a
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desperate chase, with the Cybermen hot
on the tails of both groups. As it is, the
threat of the Cybermen are most keenly
felt at episode’s end. But it’s a pretty
great set-up for the next episode. Part of
the TARDIS crew is stuck on a Cybercarrier
with a ton of Cyberwarriors and Ashad/
The Lone Cyberman and his crew. On the
planet below, Ko Sharmus has led the
Doctor, Ryan, and Ethan to the gate. A
gate which leads to a shattered Gallifrey.

The Master leaps through with a message
so old-school serial that it’s kind of funny.
Promising that everything. The Doctor.
Knows. Is wrong! Still, it’s fun. While I like
Sacha Dhawan’s Master, I have to be
honest that I prefer the more restrained,
calculating Master versus the madcap
villain we most often seen in the new
series. The Master hopping around like an
evil David Tennant works pretty well,
though, in the hands of the right actor.
And Dhawan delivers just like John Simm
did before him. That being said, Roger
Delgado and Michelle Gomez are my
favorite Masters just because their villainy
was more about cutting lines and sneering
contempt.
Two-parters can be tricky. I’m not sure
Chibnall is all that great at them. I think
his strengths lie in snappy one-shots that
don’t require the ability to sustain a story
over a couple hours. “The Hungry Earth/
Cold Blood” didn’t really work for me,
either. Ultimately, in retrospect, this
episode is a little bit of a letdown. Don’t
get me wrong, by the end I was excited
for the next episode. But seeing how the
various threads came together (or did
not) in that episode, there’s a sense that
this episode is filler between two superior
installments.

It’s so easy to get hung up on the central
twist of “The Timeless Children” – its
exposition-heavy revelations (“Love an
info dump!” as Ten might say) about the
Doctor’s increasingly mysterious, often
self-contradictory, and profoundly fantriggering past. After all, in one fell
swoop Chris Chibnall dared to expand
and explode so much we thought we
understood about the history of the
Doctor’s storied homeworld of Gallifrey
and about the Time Lord themselves.
But a fresh rewatch has only deepened
this diehard fan’s enthusiasm for Doctor
Who’s bravura Season 12 finale. It’s a
whopping great adventure reminiscent
of Jon Pertwee’s era: densely plotted,
with plenty of runarounds, stranded
companions, high-stakes danger, lipquivering reversals of fortune – and oh,
those chewy, brain-bursting discoveries!

Truth be told, I find that our hero’s newly
revealed history and all it portends for
her future – staggering and provocative
as it is – lands waaay down my list of
REVIEW BY JON HUFF cool, compelling, and discussion-worthy
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episode elements. There’s the touching “I
think it’s you” speech Graham (Bradley
Walsh) delivers in praise of quietly heroic
fellow traveler Yaz (Mandip Gill). There’s
Ryan (Tosin Cole) teaming with the
glorious Ko Sharmus (Ian McElhinney),
hooting like a kid when they manage to
blow up a squad of Cybermen. And I hope
I’m not alone in experiencing a frisson of
excitement over that tantalizing bit about
The Division, a meddling early Time Lord
faction reminiscent of the Celestial
Intervention Agency in later Gallifreyan
history, as evidenced in various spinoff
novels and audios over the years.

Indeed, I’m tempted, for a consecutive
second season, to hand the MVP trophy
to Walsh for his portrayal of lovely, chirpy,
hilariously befuddled but endlessly
courageous Graham, who reminds me
fondly each week of early Ian Chesterton.
There’s a snag, though.

There’s even those joyously gonzo “Cyber
Lords,” replete in Gallifreyan robes and
ornate headpieces, as if they consulted
Eric Roberts’ mid-‘90s-era Master on how
best to upstage the Doctor with truly oneof-a-kind eveningwear. And what’s not to
love about Graham tussling with his Cyber
-helmet and complaining “Yaz, I can’t get
this hat off!”

First, full marks to actor Sacha Dhawan,
who previous won my fealty with his
moving, measured performance as Waris
Hussein, Doctor Who’s first-ever director,
in the 50th anniversary docudrama An
Adventure in Space and Time. He’s clearly
having the time of his life this season as
the Doctor’s oldest friend and most lethal
foe – and never more so than in “The
Timeless Children,” chewing the scenery

Because without a doubt, the season
finale’s biggest joys and most intriguing
questions for me – and the season’s as a
whole – start and end with the Master.
‘Look Upon My Work, Doctor, and
Despair’
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with a gusto even Anthony Ainley might
breath long enough to pause and consider
reconsider, yet also delivering spellbinding how he came to be here, given that not
moments of real nuance, even pathos.
long ago we saw two Masters – the John
Simm version and Michelle Gomez’s
He’s such a whirling dervish of eye-glinting lovely, wicked, prancing Missy – laid low
fury and manic energy, and so much fun in (“The Doctor Falls”).
the role, that it’s almost difficult to catch a
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Does this incarnation fall somewhere
between Anthony Ainley’s chortling,
campy cad, and Eric Roberts’ brief
manifestation? Is he pre-Missy? PostMissy? Subtle hints in recent Big Finish
Doctor Who audio adventures – and a
blatant declaration in The Tardis Data
Core– suggest it’s the latter. But consider
how the new Master goes about his
affairs. He threatens the Doctor’s friends
with a Tissue Compression Eliminator, a
weapon of choice for Delgado’s and
Ainley’s Masters. He wistfully recalls an
assassination on Gallifrey (“The Deadly
Assassin”) and is still obsessed with the
Matrix, previously plundered by Ainley’s
Master (“Trial of a Time Lord”), as if these
are recent events in his personal past. He
hides in plain sight, cooks up needlessly
complicated plots and traps, and allies
himself with handy – and disposable –
alien co-conspirators the Kasaavin and the
Cybermen… All trademarks of the earliest
Masters.

chances.”)
‘Everything is About to Change… Forever’
Whether he’s this year’s model or a lost
vintage, the new Master is terrific – and I
don’t believe for a minute he showed up
this season merely to deliver thrills, chills
and winky fan service. I think Chibnall
purposely chose this particular villain to
lead the saga to its latest thundering
crescendo and pivot us – and the Doctor –
into a whole new era. Thanks to the
Master, we can once more contemplate a
Doctor as strange and enigmatic as Nine
was at his start. Or scheming Seven. Or
the curmudgeonly First. The “original
article,” one might have said… until now.

The Master keeps telling the Doctor – and
by proxy us – “Everything you thought you
knew is a lie.” But is it? His revelations
about the Shobogan scientist-explorer
Tecteun and the Timeless Child contradict
nothing at all about the Time Lords’ time
And when Thirteen pleads for her friends’ travel technology and harnessing of black
lives near the start of “The Timeless
hole energy by Omega (“The Three
Children,” he growls, “You’re appealing to Doctors,” “Journey to the Centre of the
my better nature, and we both know I
TARDIS”). His tale is limited to the history
don’t have one.” If he’s Missy’s successor, of regeneration. Nothing he tells us truly
has he forgotten her change of hearts at
alters or negates the root truths of what
the end of her time with the Twelfth
has come before – except perhaps more
Doctor? Or did the near-rebirth of her
long-forgotten Time Lord lies.
better nature – which caused her previous
incarnation to snuff her life in rage and
Forget the Master’s taste for deception –
disgust – give Dhawan’s Master even
why would anyone trust anything we’ve
more reason to hate the Doctor, for
been told by Gallifrey’s corrupt ruling
making Missy betray her oath to destroy
elite? From their last-minute intervention
him?
in “The War Games” to Rassilon’s latest
subterfuge in “Hell Bent,” they’ve always
(Worth noting, too, that Thirteen makes
been a Janus-faced lot, manipulating the
no effort to mimic her own predecessor
Doctor’s past selves, conning them into
either. She has no empathy left for the
doing Gallifrey’s dirty work. “The oldest
Master, no residue of Twelve’s desire to
civilization,” the Sixth Doctor once
redeem him – perhaps a sign that she, like lamented, “decadent, degenerate and
Ten, is a Doctor who offers “no second
rotten to the core.” It’s been this way as
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long as the series has existed; the First
Doctor gave up everything to flee their
corruption and stagnation, didn’t he?
With all that in mind, it’s disappointing to
see fans sniff at the latest series and rail
against a perceived betrayal of canonical
Gallifreyan history. It’s a history, after all,
steeped in falsehood, a long, dark hall of
warped mirrors. And I’d add one last
twisty reflection:

Why is the episode called “The Timeless
Children” rather than “The Timeless
Child”?

been flung through a gap between
dimensions to become a cosmic savior.
And where does the Cyberium end up?
Absorbed into the deadliest host
conceivable, and one accustomed to
symbiosis – having gone full Cheetah in
“Survival” and merged with a Deathworm
Morphant to battle Eight in the 1996
movie.
It’s the Master, of course. The Doctor’s
oldest childhood friend, and time and time
again her most dangerous adversary. Foes
from opposite ends of time itself, it now
seems.

“...it’s disappointing to see fans sniff at the latest
series and rail against a perceived betrayal of
canonical Gallifreyan history.”
Yes, we see a lot of kids here. The Master
reports that Tecteun burned through
several of the mystery child’s incarnations
while trying to synthesize her unique DNA.
There’s also the strange parallel account
of Irish orphan Brendan, dimly recalled in
the Doctor’s fragmented memories of the
shadowy Division and her own, preHartnell lineage. Yet throughout the
episode, both the Master and the Doctor
continually refer not to “children” but “the
child.” The Master says it’s the origin story
of one individual – the future Doctor
herself – found abandoned at a nexus
between realities.
There is, however, a second isolated,
intelligent, potentially timeless entity
introduced this season – the Cyberium.
This sentient repository of all Cyber
Empire history and strategy has been flung
backward through time in a desperate bid
for cosmic salvation… much the way the
Timeless Child herself appears to have
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Timeless children, locked in
eternal combat.
‘You Were the Start of All This –
Now Finish It!’

In the end, it’s the Master (whose escape
from destruction at episode’s end remains
unconfirmed, but hardly in doubt) who
offers up what may be the most honest
read on the finale and its place in the
grand mythology of the series: “A lot of
inconsistencies,” he told Graham in the
season opener, “but very, very
interesting.”
And it’s another Doctor (Jo Martin) who
puts that read in the proper context, when
she asks Thirteen: “Have you ever been
limited by who you were before?”
No limits now, that’s for sure. I for one
can’t wait to see what the future holds for
the Doctor – and, equally, for her old
archenemy. Have at it, fam!
REVIEW BY RICK CROSS
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GRAEME BURK OFFERS HIS THOUGHTS ON JODIE WHITTAKER’S SECOND SERIES
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“Why couldn’t we have had
This last season?”

returning monsters and villains
(particularly the Master), and a willingness
to try to be actually bold.

This was my repeated refrain throughout
Doctor Who Series 12. Why wasn’t Series
11 like this? Because Series 11 really was
the season that really needed to convince
the faithful and the casual viewers that
Doctor Who under the thirteenth Doctor
and Chris Chibnall was going to be just as
spectacular as ever. And… it wasn’t. In
spite of a charming new lead and an
engaging cast, Series 11 was
underwhelming, changing Doctor Who
into a weekly space procedural that
eschewed story arcs, character
development and the show’s past.

“Spyfall”, for me, was the moment when I
felt that Doctor Who was back, in more
ways than one. It was fun, exciting,
confusing, intriguing (I loved the Kasavin!),
with great characters and great
performances and a stunning one-two
punch of Sacha Dwahan’s boyfriend-able,
surely-he-must-be-playing-an-almostcompanion-who-gets-killed-off turning out
to be the Master. That reveal was one of
the single most amazing scenes in Doctor
Who in ages. And it was such a fun story,
with similar misdirection being given to

And to be fair, Series 11 was
in many ways a bold gamble.
It’s a shame the execution
was so weak. The new
Doctor was winning, radically
kind but so often wrong that
she wasn’t given much
opportunity to be heroic.
Bradley Walsh’s Graham was
lovable and amazing from the start, but
Ryan and especially Yaz struggled to have
their moments in the sun. Stories had
amazing moments (like the ending of
“Rosa”) but often had the flimsiest of plots
(the rest of “Rosa” honestly should have
ended 20 minutes in when the Doctor and
gang bustled a villain incapable of
retaliation into the TARDIS). Avoiding any
kind of arc just left everything driftless and
aimless.

“To be fair, Series 11 was in many
ways a bold gamble. It’s a
shame the execution was so
weak.”

Imagine my surprise when we came to
Series 12 and we basically had everything
that we should have had in Series 11:
stronger episodes, an engaging story arc,
companions that were more on point, a
genuine WTF moment or five, strong
villains (especially Ashad), some great

Stephen Fry’s character (you think he’s
going to be pivotal but he’s dead in the
first 15 minutes!) some brilliant action
sequences, the Doctor being properly
heroic and each member of Team TARDIS
getting a great moment. And it changes
things up in the second part, giving us a
time travel chase alongside Lenny Henry’s
delicious villainy. It sticks the landing
beautifully… and then hits the viewer with
the coda where it’s revealed Gallifrey has
been destroyed.
So much of this season delighted me
similarly: “Nikola Tesla’s Night of Terror” is
similar thrill ride with a great monster and
an amazing performance by Goran Visnic.
“Praxeus” is easily the most underrated
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story of the season: it gives Yaz and Ryan
strong roles, the environmental message
is pointed but not too preachy and it is
brilliantly structured.

surprise of the episode. Suddenly all the
secrecy about making Doctor Who for
2020 pays off (a little) as a vital character
from the past, details about the season’s
arc and a massive revelation about the
Even the clear failure of the season—
Doctor all happen in what one thought
"Orphan 55”—is boldly trying to do
was a Sarah Jane Adventures type story
something different: it doesn’t play things about the Judoon looking for incognito
safe. It swings for the fences. It misses, but aliens. It’s a genius gambit. It’s only a
what’s important is the bravery of trying
shame it wasn’t capitalized on more.
and failing. I adore the climax, where the
Doctor talks the Dreg
I know that my co-author
into going into the cage –
Robert Smith? thinks
a solution rooted in the
“Fugitive” is the best story
Doctor’s brains, empathy
of the season. For my
and gift of the gab that
money, it’s “The Haunting
cemented my love the
of Villa Diodati”, which
Whittaker Doctor and my
takes all these ongoing
conviction she’s great
story arc developments
when she gets something
and balances them off
proactive to do.
against a charming
historical setting, which is frankly a whole
The season feels like the safeties are off
lot harder to do. (And honestly, the
and they want Doctor Who to be a
Doctor’s repeated rebuffs of Byron is
buzzworthy show again. And as if to prove worth its weight in gold) And Ashad the
that we had “Fugitive of the Judoon”,
Lone Cybermen proves to be a brilliant
which starts out looking like it will be a
recurring villain: A Cyberman who’s not
charming little romp. And then Captain
really but who is fanatical nonetheless for
Jack shows up and you think. “Holy cow!” the idea of being one. With one stroke,
And twenty minutes later it turns out
they’ve made the Cybermen legitimately
that’s not even slightly the biggest
scary.

“...they want
Doctor Who to be
a buzzworthy
show again.”
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The great thing about “Haunting” is it
gives us a great moment of spikiness with
the Doctor, where she puts down the
cheery flat-team-structure atmosphere of
the past season or so. The Doctor’s
sudden moodiness has been a
development this past
season I haven’t always
been signed onto. On the
one hand, I’m happy to
see the Doctor have some
edge just because she
tries to be radically kind
doesn’t mean the Doctor
should be unremittingly
likeable. The problem is
they get heavy-handed with the
execution. The Doctor’s snarkiness to Ryan
that none of her fam really knows her
seemed unnecessarily cruel, and I found
myself cheering for Ryan when he talked
back to her.

saying that get similar complaints? It’s
good to see this incarnation of the Doctor
getting more to her than just being nice
and garrulous.

The character development with the
Doctor is kind of
emblematic for the
season itself, where
developments happen
that please me… but then
come back less
pleasingly. I stand behind
everything I said praising
Spyfall but the Noor
Inayat Khan material
seems wrong for a bit part in a romp
through time. And everything really goes
off the rails badly the second they put the
Master in a Nazi uniform. It’s 2020. This
isn’t a 1976 episode of Wonder Woman.
You can’t really use Nazis without adding
layers and layers of problems to a
All that said, I liked it more often than not, situation. Furthermore, putting a
particularly the ending to “Can You Hear
cartoonish villain in the uniform of a realMe?” where the Doctor flatly admits that life example of racist evil is just a really
she doesn’t know what to do with
terrible idea. (Why do you think the film
Graham’s admission he sometimes is
version of Wonder Woman decided to use
overwhelmed. That moment got
World War One as its setting instead?) It’s
complaints to the BBC which seemed
not like Chris Chibnall didn’t realize this –
gendered to me – would Peter Capaldi
the actual word “Nazi” is used only twice

“I’m happy to
see the Doctor
have some
edge…”
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in the episode in favour of “Germans” or
“fascists”… as though he knows how iffy
the proposition was.

actually exploring Brendan’s reality and
finding the answer for herself, rather than
the Master – who had been telling the
Doctor she could find out things for
And that’s a big problem with this season. herself –deciding to do the universe’s
Every episode, even the great ones, have a most boring TED talk. What is frustrating
moment of questionable taste or bad
for me is all these lapses wouldn’t take
judgment similar to this. The two-part
much to fix in scripting and I don’t get why
finale is another brilliant example, which
they weren’t.
gives us one episode showing us the riddle
of the Timeless Child through these
But then the Master is a big problem with
oblique flashbacks to Brendan in Ireland… this year’s story arc. Why would
only to have the following episode tell us discovering the Doctor’s secret cause him
everything as the Master decides to
to murder everyone on Gallifrey? Why
become Richard Attenborough narrating
does he keep saying he’s not revealing
his documentary on indigenous
anything to the Doctor—even attempting
Gallifreyan explorers. How cool could it
to murder her before she finds out – only
have been for the Doctor to wind up
to reveal everything to her anyway?
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I’d say this hasn’t been thought through
except… nothing has been thought
through with the Timeless Child. It’s
predicated on the idea that what makes
Time Lords special is that they can
regenerate. As opposed to, you know,
them being creatures of vast power who
can travel freely through space and time.
The Master seems impressed that his
Cyber Masters can regenerate (though he
neglects to mention for only 12 times!) He
never mentions that it would be even
more impressive that they can operate a
TARDIS. It’s as though the Master (and
showrunner) has opted for the public’s

me this season, it feels like this needed to
be thought through just a little bit more.

perception of Doctor Who, that what
makes the character of the Doctor special
is just that she or he can change form.
Which is missing several points actually.

revealing a mental illness they never have
her talk about again; but she does get
some great proactive moments all the
same) and the Doctor feels much more on
form. The trajectory is mostly going
upward.

And now the Doctor is super-special
because the Doctor has some secret past
we didn’t know. To what end? I love the
Ruth Doctor – Jo Martin’s Capaldi-esque
gruffness is a gift – but how does this new
past add to our understanding of the
character? Except, as critic Lacy Baugher
suggested, giving us retroactively some
new Funkos of Doctors we never met. Like
everything else that isn’t quite working for

On the whole, though, I loved Series 12.
While there is a lot that frustrates or
confounds me there is so much more that
excited me and delighted me. For every
ham-fisted moment like the Master
revealing who the Doctor is, there’s also a
moment of genuine excitement like when
the Doctor digs up the TARDIS in the
graveyard. On the whole, I think the show
advances more than it retreats this
season. The cast is mostly better utilized
(it’s a shame Yaz’s great moment is

On the whole, this was a great season. But
the thing is, with a little more work, it
could have been an excellent one. Even so,
what a shame none of this happened one
season earlier.

| Graeme Burk
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Scary Poppins
Michelle Gomez
2014-2017
The Master's first female incarnation,
known as Missy, was a ground-breaking
addition to Doctor Who's lore. We'd
already had hints that Time Lords could
change gender when they regenerate, but
Missy was the first familiar Gallifreyan
character to reappear in a new, genderswitched incarnation. This wasn't the only
change to the Master's character though;
in fact, Missy reworked the Master's
character in ways we'd never seen before.
Missy is played by Michelle Gomez, an
acclaimed actress best known, before
Doctor Who, for her comedy work, making
a splash on Channel Four sitcoms The Book
Group and Green Wing. The latter in
particular showed her talent for off-thewall characters. Playing both dramatic and
comedic roles, but often with that
unsettling weirdness, Gomez revealed in a
Radio Times interview that she'd love to
play the Doctor. In 2014, she got to do the
next best thing when she was cast as
Missy. Since Doctor Who, she's taken a
major role on Chilling Adventures of
Sabrina as the equally villainous yet
complex Lilith, or Madame Satan. Gomez
is a natural as a fantastical villain and is an
inspired choice for the Master's first
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female iteration.

Gomez made her surprise first appearance
at the end of the Twelfth Doctor's first
episode, “Deep Breath,” seemingly

greeting people as they entered the
afterlife. As she made brief cameos
throughout the eighth series, stalking the
Doctor through time and space, fans came
up with all sorts of theories as to who she
was, with the most common being the
Rani or a future version of the Doctor.
Even when she showed up and confronted
the Doctor, she
made up a silly
story about Missy
standing for
Mobile
Intelligence
Systems Interface,
and pretended to
be an android,
seemingly just for
laughs. Even when
the reveal was
finally made, the
production team
recorded fake
dialogue claiming she was a Random
Access Neural Interface, to throw off
onlookers when filming.

says, “I couldn't very well keep calling
myself the Master, could I?”

To begin with, I wasn't sure I could see
Missy as the same character as the
Master, so different was she to previous
iterations of the character, (although
there's something of the Delgado in her
appearance). Still,
all the Master's
incarnations have
been wildly
different, far more
so than the
Doctor's
regenerations.
After a suave Bond
villain, a morbid
ghoul, a Raffleslike panto villain, a
flamboyant
American
bodysnatcher, a
calmly evil professor and a hyperactive
politician, the Master could be anything.
Each time the Master takes on a new
form, be it by regeneration or more
Finally, though, at the cliff-hanger of “Dark desperate means, they take on a distinct
Water,” Missy reveals who she is to a
character. The Master always loves
horrified Doctor. “Short for Mistress,” she disguises and false personae, but even

Like some earlier
Masters, she opts
for period costume,
but goes further,
making herself into
an evil Mary
Poppins.
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their regenerated personality can seem
like a costume they've slipped on.
Missy appears to have adopted some of
her new character from the Doctor, even
borrowing his accent (Gomez and Capaldi
seem made for each other as Master and
Doctor, both being Glasgow-born and of
southern European descent). Like some
earlier Masters, she opts for period
costume, but goes further, making herself

into an evil Mary Poppins. While,
surprisingly, we don't see her use a carpet
bag that's bigger on the inside, she does
have a sonic umbrella that she uses to
descend calmly from the heavens. There's
the sense that Missy is always putting on a
show, performing in her “Queen of Evil”
role. She dances, she jokes, she announces
her presence every time she enters a
room.

traditional title, it's clear that Missy has
embraced being a woman. After her
misogynistic former self struggled with
this future, she has taken on her feminine
role with gusto. Missy seems far more
comfortable with herself than the Master
ever did; the self-hatred that characterised
the Saxon Master, or the inferiority
complex that appeared with the original
Delgado Master, is now absent. Not only
does she embrace her newly revealed

feminine side, she is more confident and
self-aware than ever before. I don't want
to compare a fantastical transformation
too closely with real life gender
transitioning, and wouldn't be the right
person to do so, but it does seem to be
the case that the Master is happier as a
woman than they ever were as a man.

On the other hand, Missy is quite clearly at
the far end of the sanity spectrum,
Given her insistence at being addressed as gleefully calling herself “Bananas!” and
a Time Lady (“I'm traditional”) and her
killing people for the sheer spectacle of it.
adopting the feminine form of her
In spite of having apparently been cured of
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the drumming-induced insanity in her
earlier incarnation, her sanity is evidently
damaged. Even then, though, there's an
element of performance here, as if she's
role-playing as the evil supervillain rather
than truly living it. All of it appears to be a
way of pulling the Doctor in closer. She
coyly addresses him as her “boyfriend”
and gives him a huge snog when they find
themselves face-to-face, something that
even Russell T. Davies didn't dare do when
they were still the same sex. Still, she
dismisses concepts like love and considers
their relationship true friendship, so the lip
-smacking was probably to freak the
Doctor out as
much as anything.

make him accept this and become like her.
The Doctor, though, longs for his
friendship with the Master as well. “She's
the only person I've ever met who's even
remotely like me,” he says later, and the
same must be true for her. They are two
remarkably similar characters who've gone
down different paths, and while Missy
sees the Doctor's potential for darkness as
the key, the Doctor sees Missy's potential
for good. Neither one, for all their bluster,
has ever been quite able to finish the
other off. After all the suffering and death
Missy has caused, Clara is ready to kill her.
The Doctor takes
the weapon to do
the deed himself,
to spare his
companion's soul,
but even then, it's
apparent he
knows she'll
survive. As it is, he
doesn't have to
fire the shot, but it
would have made
no difference.

All the Masters
have shown some
level of obsession
with the Doctor.
Only Missy, though,
moves past this.

Previous Masters
have attempted
short-lived
alliances with the
Doctor, either
working with him
against a common
threat, or trying to
get him to join in
universedominating
schemes. All the
Masters have shown some level of
obsession with the Doctor. Only Missy,
though, moves past this, to try to renew
their long-ago friendship. She contrives an
elaborate plan involving an artificially
generated afterlife and a new race of
Cybermen, all to present the Doctor with
an army as a twisted sort of gift. Her
understanding of the Doctor is askew; in
spite of his time fighting wars, he was
bound to be horrified by the idea of
leading an army across the galaxy and was
bound to reject this gift. Nonetheless, the
capacity for the Doctor to travel down the
dark path is always there, and for Missy,
the key to getting her friend back is to

Missy survives her
apparent disintegration and returns after
only a single episode's break, in the twopart opening to the ninth series. Across
these episodes, there's a sense of her past
catching up with her. She faces UNIT in
“Death in Heaven,” who, gratifyingly, have
actually learnt from their earlier
encounters and are ready for her.
However, come “The Magician's
Apprentice,” she's using their own set-up
against them, manipulating them using
another elaborate scheme so that she can
recruit Clara to find the Doctor. The
Doctor, of course, expects her, positively
gleeful that his two favourite women have
joined him at his farewell party. The events
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of this story take them to Skaro, a place
Missy is understandably terrified of, given
her poor history with the Daleks. After all,
the last time she was there she was
executed. While it's a shame the Master's
first encounter with Davros is wasted,
Missy's time on Skaro, with Clara along as
her companion, sees her at her most
Doctorish. “The Witch's Familiar” sees the
two of them build a familiar relationship
as Time Lord and human companion,
albeit one where the Time Lord would
double-cross and sacrifice the companion
at a moment's notice. Missy seems to
have some real respect for Clara – not
enough to allow her to live if it was
inconvenient, but enough to actually
speak to her on a level approaching
equality.
Missy's past catches up to her again when
she is dragged before the followers of the
Fatality Index, sentenced to execution for
her many, many crimes. With the Doctor
her only real peer, he was brought in to
carry out the execution; something of a
misjudgement on the part of the court,
given their history. As seen in “Extremis,”
the Doctor sabotaged the equipment to
keep Missy alive but stuck with his vow to
guard her body for a thousand years. In
the end, he managed about seventy,
walling her up in the vault below St. Luke's
University. While it might seem cruel and
unusual punishment to keep someone in a
single cell for so long, the Doctor was
acting out of kindness for Missy, and his
belief that, given enough time, she could
change for the better. It's very much the
actualisation of the Doctor's threat to the
Master in “Last of the Time Lords.” For the
Doctor, he has someone to care for; for
Missy, it's the Doctor's threat to simply
“keep” her.
The tenth series, then, saw the Doctor
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working as lecturer at St. Luke's while,
secretly, Missy lived out her sentence
beneath the grounds. When the alien
Monks conquered the Earth, the Doctor,
running out of options, consulted Missy
for a way to defeat them. In a rare hint at
her adventures that don't involve the
Doctor, she revealed that she had ended
their domination of a planet before, but
that this involved killing a child who was
acting as their psychic lynchpin. Once
again, this illustrated the difference
between the two Time Lords, but later, we
saw a quieter, more ordinary moment
between the two of them. Missy wept at
the memories of all the people she had
killed throughout her lives, claiming to
remember each and every one of them.
The Doctor considered this good progress,
but was it an honest emotion, or yet more
manipulation?
The case for Missy's redemption came in
“Empress of Mars,” when Nardole
released her from confinement to help
return the TARDIS to Mars and rescue the
Doctor and Bill. Not only did she do so,
she even agreed to return to captivity and
didn't even try to escape. This prompted
the Doctor to pose a test for her, taking
the four of them to colony ship where she
could investigate the source of a distress
signal and try to help. For Missy, this was
the chance to live the dream and pretend
to be “Doctor Who!” Again, clearly
revelling in roleplay, Missy gave it a shot,
but the situation deteriorated quickly. Her
past finally, and quite literally, caught up
again, as both the Cybermen and the
Saxon Master, her earlier self, appeared.
Missy's exposure to her former
incarnation put her in a quandary. She
was, quite literally, “in two minds,” being
torn between the influence of her earlier
self and her new-found desire to do right

by the Doctor. Switching allegiances
several times, it appeared that she had
sided with her former self, even embracing
the Master, and telling him how much she
had loved being him. In spite of that, she
turned on him, stabbing him and
announcing her intention to stand with
the Doctor in his hopeless fight against the
Cybermen.

beginning and end at the very same
moment. More than that, her life and that
of the Twelfth Doctor are inextricably
linked. It is revealed that in one of her
most convoluted and baffling schemes
ever, Missy brought Clara and the Eleventh
Doctor together when she commandeered
an internet helpline and connected them,
and then made sure they stayed together
after his regeneration with a helpful
Was this Missy's final redemption? Had
newspaper add in Victorian London. All of
she actually chosen to do good, at the
this, supposedly, was to make the Doctor
possible expense of her own life? Or was it and Clara into the Hybrid (a concept that
simply the chance to stand side-by-side
remains frustratingly unclear). However, if
with the Doctor that swayed her? After all it weren't for Clara, the Doctor would have
their centuries of rivalry, she had finally
died on Trenzalore. If Missy hadn't brought
arrived where, she felt, she had “always
Clara into the Doctor's life, he never would
been headed.” Of course, the Saxon
have become the Twelfth. It was the
Master wouldn't accept this, and shot his Twelfth Doctor who brought Missy to the
own future self with his laser screwdriver colony ship, where she would cause her
before he slunk back off to his TARDIS to
own existence by killing her earlier self.
regenerate (presumably into Missy.)
Both Time Lords' incarnations exist as an
ouroboros in time.
This, more than anything, highlighted the
difference between Missy and her earlier While Missy continues to have adventures,
selves. While Missy's attack on Saxon was thanks to Gomez joining the ranks of Big
an act of self-creation, putting her on the Finish audio actors, her life is a closed
path that would lead to her own existence story. That said, we still don't know for
and eventual redemption, Saxon's was one certain if the Saxon Master regenerates
of self-destruction, ending his own story
directly into Missy, nor what happens after
out of anger and spite. The angriest, most her death on the colony ship. Although a
feral version of the Master couldn't stand recent Big Finish release has, surprisingly,
to see himself warped by empathy and
filled in some of the Master's post-Missy
compassion, while for Missy, he was a
future, for those who follow the TV series
sobering reminder of who she could be at alone, whether Missy dies on the ship or
her worst. Was it being a woman that
regenerates into a new Master is a matter
brought out the Master's compassionate
of debate. Of course, whether he succeeds
side? Was it the Doctor's actions? Or was Missy or not, the Master has returned to
it simply time, after centuries of
Doctor Who, now played by Sacha Dhawan
bloodshed? Whatever the truth, Missy
and facing the Thirteenth Doctor. One way
showed that deep within the Master there or another, the Master – or Missy – is
was the capacity for good, even if it was
indestructible. The whole universe knows
never going to last.
that.
Missy's timeline, in true Moffat style, is a
temporal loop, and we've seen its

| Daniel Tessier
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David Tennant has always, and probably forever
will be, my favourite incarnation of the Doctor. It
was the season finale of Season Two that started
my lifelong love for the show, and my love
continued right up until he regenerated. I had
watched back the Season One with Christopher
Eccleston not long afterwards, and I adored his
incarnation too. As great as he and his episodes
were, however, he was not my Doctor. I knew his
time had come to an end. Besides, Tennant had
my heart.
After most of my childhood having had him as my
Doctor, he was taken from me. He didn’t want to
go, and in sauntered Matt Smith. My broken heart
aside, I always thought Matt Smith was a fine
actor. He played a good Doctor. I thought after his
earlier seasons, he began to find his feet. The
reality was, it was me that found my feet with
him. As much as I had serious gripes with some of
the creative choices in his tenure (and in some
cases still do), I grew to love Smith. I appreciated
his lack of romantic attraction to his companions
and his own brand awkward, out-of-touch
eccentricity. It wasn’t until too late that I was also
sad to see him go.
However, as I started to disagree more and more
with the direction of the show, and more and
more of the episodes had disappointing concepts
and episodes, I fell out of love with the show. I had
grown frustrated that the show was losing its
touch and seemed to dash my hopes at every turn.
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Granted, there were some good episodes I showrunner, leaves their own unique
enjoyed, but they were not enough to
mark on the show. Without this change,
keep me hooked.
the show would not have
endured so long and
I didn’t finish any of Peter
would not have captured
Capaldi’s seasons, even
the imaginations of fans
though he turned out a
even after over a decade
great performance as the
of hiatus. What was
Doctor. I also stopped
formerly seen as a campy
watching the most recent
embarrassment by the
Doctor, Jodie Whittaker’s,
BBC is now one of their
season after “The
flagships, best loved
Witchfinders” (S11, Ep8).
shows. It’s not that I have
The fact we now have a
outgrown the show but
female Doctor is beyond
outgrown how intensely
my wildest childhood
seriously I took it.
dreams. I had waited for a
female Doctor for most of
By no means am I
my life. Yet still I felt
suggesting that you stop
disillusioned. I lost the
criticizing the show
desire to keep watching. I
completely, or
thought I’d outgrown my
unquestioningly absorb
childhood love.
the content coming from
the idiot’s lantern. It is art
This month, however, I
that is there to be engaged
have had an epiphany. My
with, and the discussion is
mental health had grown
part of the fun. It’s these
worse over the past three
discussions that make my
years, and I was desperate
Twitter feed a better place
to cling to anything that
to inhabit. But we need to
brought me joy, to go back
stop getting frustrated to
and watch some fun
the point where we have
shows I used to love as a
personal, hurtful jabs at
kid. After a year of putting
the actors, writers,
off watching it, I realised
showrunners, and any
that Doctor Who had a
other fan who disagrees
place in my life again. My
with you. We can’t forget
adult brain was cynical and
the joy the show brings to
disenchanted. I’d spent so
us and how it inspires and
much time resenting its
fascinates us. At the end of
many radical shifts and
the day, it’s a fun little
flaws and resented them.
television show we fell in
But what is the show
love with as children. Let’s
without reinvention? Just
keep it that way.
as the Doctor regenerates, so does each
series. Each Doctor, as does each
| Jen Hughes
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If there is one topic that’s guaranteed to
stoke debate, then it’s canon. It pretty
much hits everything. So, when Bob asked
me to write one more column, this time
with a focus on Series Twelve, I couldn’t
resist going after Chris Chibnall's
canonically controversial “The Timeless
Children”.
Chibnall already has
form where breaking
with convention is
concerned. But casting
the first female Doctor
and
flirting
with
apparent past female
Doctors (“Fugitive of
the Judoon”) is about
the future; playing
with the genesis of the
Doctor is of an
altogether
different
magnitude.

World, The Name of the Doctor” and “The
Day of the Doctor” introduced new
elements to our hero’s story. Yet these
revelations were still broadly within the
tramlines of what had gone before (e.g.
the apparent loss of Gallifrey doesn't alter
the fundamental character of the Doctor;
Clara Oswald’s involvement in the
Doctor’s timeline doesn't change the
essentials of these
events;
and
the
restoration of Gallifrey
leaves
the
earlier
conception of its fall
intact). And that’s the
point, because adding
new
details
to
Gallifreyan history is
not the same as
reinventing
the
Doctor's biography.

Forget about Sacha
Dhawan's Master and his
Cyber-surgeries, it's the
Doctor's new origin
story that's rocket fuel
where canonical
controversy is
concerned.

Reimagining
the
Doctor's background has been done
before, of course. In the original series, a
through line is seen in “The War Games,
The Three Doctors” and “The Deadly
Assassin”, each one adding a new layer to
the society in which the Doctor grew up.
Interestingly, a different production team
was responsible for each of these
adventures, and their efforts don't
necessarily line up (a point I will return to
later).

Here, Chibnall’s scripts
are
groundbreaking.
Forget about Sacha
Dhawan’s Master and his Cyber-surgeries,
it’s the Doctor’s new origin story that’s
rocket fuel where canonical controversy is
concerned.

Looking briefly at the story itself, Chibnall
builds up to things sharply. The preceding
episode, “Ascension of the Cybermen”,
gives us glimpses of a foundling in rural
Ireland, who grows up to become a Garda
Síochána with extraordinary powers of
survival. After a lifetime of dutiful service,
Post-2005, stories like “The End of the the Garda has his memory wiped and we
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are left none the wiser as to the meaning
of the story. Until, that is, “The Timeless
Children”, where a spiteful Master with
access to the Matrix reveals the sequence
is a filtered depiction of the Doctor’s true
beginnings.
It’s in the Master’s unearthing of an
ancient Matrix recording that we
encounter the Shabogan explorer,
Tecteun, and her discovery of an
abandoned child on a far-off world. The
nameless child’s power of regeneration,

and Tecteun’s co-opting of the child’s
unique genetics into the Gallifreyan race,
is a nice addition to Time Lord lore. Before
this, it was all black holes and radiation.
But to attribute the identity of the child to
the Doctor is where Chibnall lights the
blue touch paper. It’s on this point that I
attempt to defend “The Timeless
Children”.
Before getting stuck in, I’d like to set some
context. As I mentioned earlier, Chibnall
hasn’t shied away from making big
decisions. I think many fans would admit
that by Series Eleven a rethink, or even an
extended rest was in order. It was similar

in the dog days of Season Six, and if the
1985-1986 hiatus had done its job then
Season Twenty-Three might have been
the beginning of a brave new epoch. Fast
forward to 2017 and Chibnall understood
that Series Eleven had to be a jumping-off
point to somewhere genuinely new. That
departure was his casting a female Doctor.
For the rest, however, Jodie Whittaker’s
début season was fairly routine. There was
even the sense that maybe Chibnall’s big
moment had passed.

However, the climatic finish of Series
Twelve proved that Chibnall had a still
grander scheme up his sleeve.
Chibnall’s decision to rewire Gallifreyan
history with the Doctor as the touchstone
of Time Lord biology is the single biggest
shift in what we know about the Doctor
since Paul McGann delivered the epic
news that our hero was half human. Now
we’re told that the enigmatic traveller,
whom we first encountered hiding out in a
junkyard in 1960s Britain, is the most
crucial factor in how the Time Lords arose.
It takes some getting used to for sure, but
why all the fuss?
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To begin with, many of us don’t like
change for the sake of it, certainly not
when it involves such a huge
transformation in the figure of the Doctor.
We know the Doctor has a mysterious
past and let’s leave it at that. Then there’s
the sense that Chibnall is playing with
concepts which are not his to alter. He’s
the custodian, as it were, not the owner,
and shouldn’t interfere with aspects of the
series which go to the very heart of its
DNA. I dare say, too, that some fans don’t
rate the idea in itself. Plus, although we
already know the Time Lords are a corrupt
bunch, now we can say that regeneration
derives from unethical experiments on an
alien child, which is about as bad as it gets.
There are other issues with “The Timeless
Children” but I think these criticisms are
among the most significant. I’ll now try
and obviate them, working in reverse
order.

murder to routinely scapegoating the
Doctor to torching an entire civilization why should we be surprised if Time Lord
biology is built on yet more immorality?
Crikey, even the recent extraction
chamber (Hell Bent) is a pretty iffy piece of
kit. So no, however much Tecteun's
research is a nasty business, if we're going
to try and airbrush it out, we might as well
drop the Time Lords wholesale.
The idea itself isn’t such a weak concept,
either. An alien explorer finds the ultimate
piece of biological gadgetry and
incorporates it into her own species. It’s a
clever rendering of the science behind
regeneration, and it still leaves us with the
puzzle of the child’s true origins. Is this
explanation any more incredible than a
solar engineer using a black hole as a
power source and the energy it gives off
acting as regeneration trigger? I grant you,
there’s a certain mystery to Rassilon’s Eye
of Harmony, but it's never been properly
articulated beyond the odd cryptic
comment, so perhaps Chibnall thought it
was time an explanation was given, one
which also developed the Doctor's
personal story.

The matter of immoral behaviour on the
part of Tecteun is hard to deny and I don't
plan to. It's awful. Period. But why should
this change what we think about the
Doctor or the Time Lords? Since “The War
Games” we’ve seen the Time Lords
engage in dubious practices, from judicial On this point, why shouldn’t Chibnall be
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able to make his mark on the series? The
notion that there are parts of the
programme’s lore which are off limits is
absurd. To persist as an exciting, forwardthinking series there have to be changes
from time to time, sometimes subtle and
sometimes gross. The framing of Doctor
Who as a variation on H. G. Wells’ The
Time Machine went the way of the
dinosaurs as soon as the Daleks turned up.
Since then, the discovery of other time
travellers (“The Time Meddler”) and later
the Time Lords themselves has seen
additions made to Gallifreyan history tena-penny. And let’s not forget that where
conflicting conceptions of Time Lord lore
are concerned, we’re hardly in new
waters. The picture of an all-powerful
Time Lord society as depicted in “The War
Games” was brought down to earth in
“The Three Doctors” and then smashed to
pieces in “The Deadly Assassin”. Then
there’s the Doctor’s comment on the
Hand of Omega (“Remembrance of the
Daleks”), alluding to the Doctor occupying
a place in Time Lord society beyond
previous framings. Yes, I realize there are
natural limits (e.g. a talking cabbage as a
member of the TARDIS crew) but giving
the Doctor’s backstory a lift is not one of
them.

Finally, perhaps most significantly, there is
the accusation that this change is
unnecessary, that the mystery of the
Doctor’s childhood should be left
undisturbed. But Chibnall’s reworking the
Doctor’s genesis doesn't erase the
mystery; rather it extenuates it by raising
even more questions. For instance, who
abandoned the child at the dimensional
gate and why? Was the child unique or
part of a wider population? If the latter,
where are the others? And what lies
beyond the dimension gate? I suggest
these queries are more perplexing and
more stirring than the decades old
understanding of the Doctor as a runaway
alien from a moribund society. This is
where Chibnall’s addition to canon is at its
most potent.
Any addition to Time Lord history is a
tricky business, especially so when that
history involves the Doctor in a pretty
major way. But Chibnall’s effort reveals a
series that is willing to move with the
times and seek out new twists and turns in
its continuing journey. By my reckoning,
that’s a good place for Doctor Who to be.
| Richard Michaels
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Longtime readers of Whotopia may recall
an article I wrote in issue 34 (April 2019)
titled The Whittaker Debate and the
Ensuing Dissatisfaction of Doctor Who
where I discussed the disappointment
within Doctor Who fandom regarding the
casting of Jodie Whittaker as the Thirteenth
Doctor and the ensuing fallout regarding
the casting.

In the ensuing 18 months, I can honestly
say that not much has changed. Looking
back at what I wrote I still feel there is a
widening divide in fandom – either your
Team Jodie or you’re not, and god forbid if
you’re not. While the on-going debate of
having a female Doctor continues, the
divide within fandom continues to widen.
Each side continues to yell louder at each
other, insisting that their view is the right
In the piece I discussed the widening divide view. And while a large section of fandom
in fandom, as well as injecting some of my continues to lap up the brilliance of Ms.
own personal feelings regarding the issue. Whittaker and Mr. Chibnall, the side that
Now, 18 months later, I thought I’d do a
dislikeS both continues to grow, and
quick follow up on the piece.
become much more vocal. But while
neither side seems to want to listen to
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either
sides arguments, neither side realize that
the whole dilemma is just mid-to-late 1980s
fandom all over again. (Back then it was
the debate of how bad the show had got
and whether or not John Nathan-Turner
had to go.) As they say, “history repeats
itself”.
Since the original article, I did manage to
eventually watch series 11 – mind you,
some nine months after they originally
aired. (I was able to pick up the season
DVD release for $15.00 CAD.) My honest
opinion of the season as a whole was that is
was very lackluster. The stories were weak
and poorly written. The plots were
questionable. The acting all round was
poor, none more so from the main cast.
Jodie Whittaker proved time and time again
that she is woefully miscast in the part —
her acting was stiff, stilted and it was clearly
evident she had no idea how to play the
part of the Doctor. I quickly grew tired of
her face grimacing ticks and her nosewrinkling sneers – she didn’t seem to be
able to express any other type of emotion.
Perhaps this wasn’t her fault, but those of
her producer and director. Maybe they

didn’t give her any clear direction or
background. I don’t know. I really wanted
to like the season and the new team, but I
just couldn’t. I watched the entire season.
I tried to give them a chance, but the more I
watched the less I liked. (I even tried to
watch the New Years’ Special, but I found it
so bad, I ejected the DVD out of the player
after 15 minutes.)
Oh and by the way, no, I have not watched
the latest season. In fact, I have absolutely
no interest in watching it.
As I said in the original article, if you’re still
watching the series, good for you. I’m glad
that you’re enjoying it and still watching.
There is a great deal to enjoy in Doctor
Who, and it has always been must-see TV.
But for this fan, the current era of the show
just doesn’t interest me. And while I may
not be watching new seasons for now, I still
remain a fan of the show, and I still find
immense enjoyment from watching the
original series.

| Bob Furnell
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Wanderings in The Learning Hall
The Krotons Soundtrack
For a long while I didn't sleep and if I did it
took me ages to get to sleep. My mind
wandered, it whirled and it scared me. For
a long period, I gave my life up to
depression and anxiety. I quit on things
that entertained and inspired me to live
and enjoy my life. In this dark time, they
seemed pointless, worthless, irrelevant. I
gave up on things I admired and loved.
Then they helped me as they always have.
Shone a light. Helped me to cope. The
Krotons soundtrack helped me the most...
Every night when I couldn't sleep I’d plug
headphones in and I listened to this
soundtrack. It became an aside from the
show. A comfort, a safe place, a world
free of worries and panic. I listened in the
darkness as Brian Hodgson delivered an
ambient soundscape of a future with
layers that my conscience could dive into
and even live in.

creating an organic feel. The pulsing
harshness of ‘Silver Hose’ and ‘Burning
Light’ almost make you want to adjust
your volume, there is an abruptness to
their levels conjuring the images of
drama, danger, intrusive in both sound
and delivery.

The opening track, the Doctor Who theme
felt like an outstretched hand, welcoming
and reassuring. Then we move onto ‘The
Learning Hall’, which swirls and dances
and leaves a comforting ringing in the
ears. A lot of the soundtrack is like this,
drone music creating atmospheres of
landscapes and rooms of metal walls
broken with the heavier sounds of tracks
such as ‘Doors open’ and ‘Dispersal Unit’.
Each track a short vision of sound. There
are some hypnotic qualities intermixed

It’s fascinating to consider this soundtrack
compared to a new series one by a
composer such as Murray Gold. There is
beauty in his lush orchestral
compositions, each have their own place
and merit and provide the necessary
accompaniment to the drama unfolding
on the screen but do they allow their own
narrative? Could you listen to them and
imagine anything other than those
scenes? Pieces that’s are 'themes'
themselves for individual characters. For
me that is one of the beauties of The
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Krotons
soundtrack, it
can be treated
as an aside
from the serial.
With exception
of the theme
tune and the
TARDIS landing
effects the
collection of
pieces could
belong to any
show or artist.
Allowing the mind to create its own
imagery.
I’m sure there would be some that
wouldn’t find this
album a welcome
listen, they may even
dismiss it as noise
rather than music.
Brian Hodgson himself
even said that he
didn’t consider his
work music, rather
that he was trying to
create ‘a theatre of
sound’ which is a very
apt description. Yet
isn’t all music ‘just’
noise? Isn’t the real
joy of music the way
sounds can talk to you, convey a message,
evoke emotion and provide an escapism
from the tole of the real world? Music can
make you feel every sense in existence, it
is a power which is incompressible and
tailored to every individual.

fields and
woodland. It
allowed me to
consider the
beauty in these
everyday
reverberations,
their power
and their place
and their
importance.
Hearing
properly for
the first time
like Japanese musician Aki Onda who for
years has collected field recordings on
cassette. Sounds of the outside, birds,
chanting, radio static and broadcasts.
Piecing them into
collages of sounds.
Creating a new
meaning, a new story
to the ordinary noise
just like the
Radiophonic Workshop
all of those years ago.
Creativeness
personified.

Isn’t the real joy of
music the way sounds
can talk to you,
convey a message,
evoke emotion and
provide an escapism
from the tole of the
real world?

24 tracks make up the
soundtrack, 24
scenarios and
soundscapes, taking
you to a place far away,
tempered with wonder and fear, despair
and hope. I truly believe that music has a
great power, that plays on emotions,
memories and our subconscious. A power
can work on both ends of the scale. With a
running time of just under 26 minutes - it’s
said to take the average person 20
It helps that I have always been fascinated minutes to fall asleep - The Krotons was
by noise. This period of lockdown has
the perfect remedy for me and my
further awoken my ears to the sounds
confused mind. Something I will always be
around me, in the garden, walking in my
grateful of.
neighbourhood, exploring the surrounding
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Despite what you may think, fanzines continue to
thrive and exist in the twenty-first century—
especially those dedicated to Doctor Who and cult
television. While the style, look and format may
have changed since the heyday of the mid-1980s to
the mid-1990s, today’s fanzines provide an alternate
to such professional publications like Doctor Who
Magazine. Fanzines offer a more honest assessment
of the current television series and don’t have to
pander to the fawning and everything-is-perfect
party line of the professional magazine. It’s in
fanzines like Cosmic Masque, Chromakey and Tales
From The Matrix that give readers an honest and
upfront opinion of the series and of fandom.

This is why dear
reader you must
continue to support
these publications.
Offer your support
whether its as a
reader or contributor.
Why not visit the
websites of any, and
all of these fanzines,
and say hello. Tell
them you appreciate
and value the work
they and their writers
do. Lend your
I love reading fanzines because they cover ground
support by buying a
that the professionally produced magazine doesn’t.
copy of each issue they publish, write a letter to the
Fanzines provide fans with a unique perspective on
editor, or even offer to write an article. A fanzine
our favourite show—sometimes brutally honest, or
only continues to exist because of the support of it’s
at other times introspective and informative. While readers. If you don’t support the fanzines, then they
readers often complain that the professional
won’t
magazine’s are bland and boring, this is one thing
continue to exist, and we can’t have that. That would
that fanzines never are. I have always found them to be horrible. Imagine a fandom without fanzines.
be entertaining and enthusiastic.
Yeesh. The thought is definite a scary one.
KEY: TITLE / SERIES / FORMAT / STATUS
IN PRODUCTION
Andersonic / Gerry Anderson / Print / Issue 26 in production
Celestial Toyroom / Doctor Who / Print / Issue 507 in production
Celestial Toyroom Annual 2020 / Doctor Who / Print / out now
Chromakey / Cult TV / Print / Issue 4.5 out now
Cosmic Masque / Doctor Who / PDF e-Zine / Issue 10 out now
Fish Fingers and Custard / Doctor Who / PDF e-Zine / Issue 18 released May 2020, issue 19 forthcoming
Gallifrey: The Long Way Around / Doctor Who / PDF e-Zine / Issue 5 released June 2020
Nothing At The End of The Lane / Doctor Who / Print / Issue 5 forthcoming, publication TBA
Tales From The Matrix / Doctor Who / PDF e-Zine / Issue 15 released July 2020
TARDIS Magazine / Doctor Who / Print / Issue 17 released June 2020
The Terrible Zodin / Doctor Who / PDF e-Zine/ Issue 22 just released
Tides of Time / Doctor Who / Print / Issue 45/46 released May 2020
Vworp Vworp / Doctor Who / Print / Issue 4 forthcoming, publication TBA
NO FURTHER INFORMATION
Fan Fiction Illustrated / Doctor Who / Print / Issue 1 released in 2019, no further updates on subsequent issues
Inferno Fiction / Doctor Who / PDF e-Zine / No updates since October 2018
Strange Skins Digital / Doctor Who / PDF e-Zine/ Issue 6 forthcoming of Feb 2019 but no further updates since
CEASED PUBLICATION
Whotopia / Doctor Who / PDF e-Zine & Print / Issue 36 last issue (indefinite hiatus)
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